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Variable cloudiness this af-
ternoon through Thursday with a
slight chance of scattered snow
showers by Thursday afternoon.
Highs this afternoon and Thur-
sday in the mid 20s. Lows tonight
near 10 abovit,--- --
Winds northerly to nor-
theasterly 5 to 15 miles an hour
this afternoon and tonight.
Probabilities of measurable
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Bonus Units Loss Would-Hurt, Local Officials Say
Superintendents Say Carroll's Figures
Don't Paint The True Money Picture
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Reporter
Kentucky Governor Julian Carroll's
1979-1980 budget proposals for
elementary and secondary education
may look good on paper.
But, while local school officials praise
the governor's proposals to further beef
up teachers salaries, they're concerned.,
With having enough money to pay the
day-to-day operating expensea., -
At the center of a controversy that
has erupted statewide between school
administrators and the' administration
is a tjrpe of funding called "bonus unit."
Current budget proposals call for en-
ding- --.7ionus Schen.' ad-
ministrators throughout the state say
that will hurt.
Under proposed financing plans for
elementary and secondary schools
during the next two years, Calloway
County,-....leb001....SYSten) would lose
- $109,310 - -and -Murray Independent
School System would lose $70,383, ac-




Several items of school business are
listed on the agenda for the regular
---lifeettrig-Ot-the Murray Independent'
Thiard of Education Thursday evertiftg.'-- - -
Among the items to be discussed at
the meeting, which begins at 7 p.m. at
the board offices at the corner of Ninth
, and Poplar, are:
.- a-discussion of the new movement
of the physical education program in
elementary schools by Mary Ryan and
Margaret Franklin;
- the treasurer's report and con-
sideration of bills payable, obligations
and transfers;
a report from Eli Alexander
concerning a suspended student.
Other routine items to be considered
by the hoard include personnel
recommendations and a report on
correspondence.
School board meetings are open to the
general public.
Point out fflot- aLe VEO-ro _Y!""'swilt
-lose the bonus-unit funding-, they'll gain
the money back under the new budget.
Carroll further explained his school
financing plans today in a letter to the
Louisville Courier Journal along with
an accompanying table backing up his
argument. The table' clearly shows "
Calloway County ilf2tieethrkng $109,319 - -
bonus unit money and Murray not
getting $70,383. The table also shows the
county school system gaining $318,765
and the city system getting $228,090
through the proposed budges_ Both
systems, on paper, show net gains -
Calloway, $209,446 and Murray;
$157,707.
Yes and no, say jaCV-TIOSC--.:
superintendent of Calloway 'County
schools and Robert Grin Jeffrey, head
of Murray city school system.
"Much of that money is earmarked
- and there is very, little discretion on
local level aballit bow it Can be ,
Rose said in an interview Tuesday. -
•'The major part of our allocation is
earmarked for teachers' salaries."
Based on the number of teachers
units Calloway County School System •
had at the beginning of this school year,
the county school system will get
8185,848 in teacher pay hike money next
year, under budget proposals. Murray
-riirsystern-would- stand-to gals ofiriost--C
$132,000.
Kentucky Department of Education
set up the bonus unit sysm in the early
1450's to provide. for children with=-:-
special 'needs, handicapak-or- desires,
beiond the normal realm of education.
The units were set, up as bonuses, not
penalizing school districts for'
educating children with special needs.
Although school administrators use
bonus unit money for vocational
education, vocational agriculture and
other programs that free,s other money
for_ other expenses, both Jeffrey and
Rose said.
-expergresiA19,746- as a beaus-ma .for
adMinistration and 112,5111F--eripital
outlay. Murray city system will get
$24,171 equalization money, $22,209 fee
money, $24,825 operating expenses
money, $19,740 bonus unit for ad-
ministration, and $8,680 for capital
outlay.-
But, Rose pointed out that only the
eqUalization money and the bonus tuift---•
administration money allows him any "r
"The $35,922 current operations
expense money is the kind we use to
grant- -pay raises for classified *un-
certified personnel. It is also the kind of..
money we .use to 'pay unemployment ,
insurance, utility - bills. Our unem-.
ployment insurance is going to cest us
$35,000," Rose said. Utilities the first
half of this school year were up $11,000.
"And we ;till haveg't given anyona-a-I-
raise.yet," Rose said:
Mera"'"441/141ki4a 001111:Sueygon, Rose
laid, "At best we would be $59,006 in the-
hole and at worst, $83,000. But this
doesn't mean that we'll end up With the
budget in the red either. We'll just have
to make some significant adjustments
elsewhere."
See,FUNIUNG,
Page 14-A, Column 6
School administrators point out the
governor's budget allocates "new
money," but that money is restricted.
Under Minimum Foundation
proposals for next year, Calloway
County School System will get $30,366 in
power equalization money, $34,289 for
fees, $35,922 for current operating
•
Board To Meet
The CallowaY .atinti--Ekiiiird of
• Education will meet 'in its regular
monthly session Thursday at 7 p. m. at
-the board offices on College Farm
Road.
Items listed on .the agenda for the
meeting include:
- personnel recommendations on
resignations, leaves of absences and
election of new personnel'
- a discussion of a policy handbook;
- consideration of revisions in the
mileage allowance;
- a report from Supt. Jack Rose on
the legislative session, a review of the
proposed middle school facility,
transportation and the school calendar.
The school board session is open to
the general public.
Pornography Subject Of MSU Session
A conference entitled "Community
• Rights and Pornography" designed to
serve as a forum for a broad range of
opinions on a controversial topic will be
conducted at Murray State University
on Thursday, Feb. 9.
Scheduled from 12:30 to 5 p. m. in
Room 208 of Faculty Hall, the session is
open to the public at no charge. It is
supported in part by a grant of $3,972 by
the Kentucky Humanities Council. The
conference is sponsored by the Center
for Applied Research of the Depart-
ment of Speech and Theatre in
cooperation with the College of
Creative Expression. Dr. Jerry Mayes
and Dr. James Booth are co-directors
of the grant and conference coor-
dinators.
Mayes said the conference will
examine several of the significant
issues related to the pornography
controversy, particularly the right of
communities to set standards for
regulation of the display and sale of
nornooranhio or obscene materials.
"Neither the ACentucky Humanities
Council nor Murray State will endorse
any position on the question," he
pointed out. "The purpose is simply to
provide the audience with information
needed to make its decision."
The focus of the conference will be on
inside today 
three of the most pertinent questions
related to the subject of pornography:
Can pornography or obscenity be
legally defined?
-What are the effects_ of por-
nography or obscenity on the com-
munity in which it exist?
-What rights do communities have
to control the presence and distribuiton
of materials that may be considered
pornographic or obscene?
A conference format has been
devised that includes dramtizations,
debates, speakers, a simulated trail.
and question-and-answer periods.
People who attend the conference will
bsi assigned to jury groups to deliberate
the question and to deliver a consensus
verdict.
Besides Mayes and Booth, other
members of the university community
who will be actively involved in the
conference program are Dr. Carroll
Harrison, Robert Valentine, James I.
Schempp, and Larry Riter or the
Department of Speech and Theatre.
Joe Freeland, prominent Paducah
attorney, and Dennis Null, Mayfield
city attorney, /ivill take opposing
viewpoints dining the simulated trial
on the concept of the community right
to control the presence and distribution
of pornographic or obscene material.
Representatives of several other
Two Sections - 22 Pages
Marshall County High's coach Rick Leeper said he was
surprised at the strength of Murray High last night after
• the Tigers dealt the Marshals an upset, 68-63. A recap of
the victory, which avenged an earlier Marshal win, ap-
pears in today's sports section, Page 8-A.
chance of snow today's index
Classifieds 6-B, 7-B
Crosswords '  6-A
Comics 6-B
Dear Abby , 4-A '
Deaths & Funerals 14-A
Horoscope 2-A
Let's Stay Well ' 4-13
Local Scene  .2-A, 3-A, 4-A
Opinion Page 5-A




_disciplines on the campus-journalism,
' religion, law, psychology, sociology,
literature, business, and en-
tertainment-will give testimony during
course of the-trial. _
Anyone interested in the conference
may register in advance or obtain
additional information by contacting:
Dr. Jerry Mayes, Department of
Speech and Theatre, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071,
telephone (502) 762-4483. -
CONTRACT SIGNED - Murray Mayor Melvin Henley (seated) Tuesday signed a contract authorizing Coltharp and
ladt architect's to design a new municipal garage for the city. Present for the signing were, left to right, Jerry
Wallace, Sanitation Department superintendent, Thomas Ladt of the architectural firm and City Councilman Dave
Willis, chairman of the sanitation committee. The new building to be located' on Andrus Drive across from the
Murray Natural Gas Warehouse, will replace the garage and sanitation headquarters presently located on U. S. 641
N. Estimated cost of the construction is $70,000 of which approximately half will be paid with a grant from the area
development funds from the Off ice of Local Government. Stall Photo* Gene McCuldteon
House May Act On Inheritance
Tax Measure, Service Contracts
By T.G. MOORE
Associated Press Writevr
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP - Bills to
.iecrease state inheritance tax exem-
ptions aod to establish a permanent
legislative subcommittee to review
personal service contracts are among
those that could come up for a vote in
the Kentucky House today.
Joint appropriations, and Revenue
Committee budget review hearings
were to continue. with Commerce
Secretary Terry McBrayer scheduled
to testify on the Development Cabinet
budget.
Other ,committee activity scheduled
today includes hearings on a proposed
product liability law and on the lear-
ning disorder dyslexia. ' - •
On Tuesday, the Senatespent most of
its session arguing over rules, while the
House passed a bill to make misuse of a
stolen automated bank card a felony.
The measure, House Bill 37, would
include so-called bank debit cards in
the statutes relating to misuse of stolen
credit cards.
The House also voted 95-1 in favor of a
bill to require medical, visual and
dental examinations within two weeks
after a child is placed in a foster home.
House Majority Leader Bobby
Richardson, D-Glasgow, was dealt a
mild rebuff when the lower chamber
refused 68-22 to approve a Department
for Human Resources bill he sponsored.
The bill, House Bill 159, would allow
an increase of up to $4 in the fee for
copies of vital statistics such as birth
and death certificates.
Several legislators objected to the
proposal as unnecessary and costly to
the consumer. Copies of the documents
now cost $3.
A grinning Richardson appeared to
be content with ending the debate when
he moved for clincher after the vote.
Adoption Of clincher motion prevents
the issue from being considered by the
chamber again, thereby "clinching"
the matter.
Another bill sponsored by the
majority leader was sent back to
committee after the only substantive
debate of Tuesday's House session.
House Bill 132 would allow juvenile
courts to retain jurisdiction over
juvenile offenders until the age of 21.
Richardson said the age limit -was
UMW Council Witholds Action
On Coal Contract Settlement
WASHINGTON 1AP - As coal
supplies for electrical utilities run short
in the Midwest, the United Mine
Workers' bargaining council .is
demanding a more precise explanation
of the proposed settlement that could
end their longest strike evil'.
The 39-member councilor district and.
national union officials decided
Tuesday it would not vote on the set-
tlement until it could review more than
the contract summary presented to it. .
UMW President Arnold Miller said
that after seven hours of discussion, the
council decided to wait until "all the
language is edited and put in final
form." _
He said UMW officials, industry
representatives and federal mediators
would meet within a few days. -We
agreed on principlesbufwe ha-ven't-KO1
the specific language," Miller said. •
Drafting the contract provisions
could take several clays. If it is .ap-
Household Items Needed By Fire Victims
Phil and Diane Koehne and t,er
children, Tommy, Tina. Hope, and
Bonnie Locke, are now residing at a
mobile home in Riviera Trailer Courts
after their house and contents .weit
destroyed by fire on Sunday night.
The home where the Koehne and
Locke families were residing was the
former home of Mr. and Mrs. Carlin
Riley, just north of Usrey's Grocery at
Kirksey. It was feared at the time that
the grocery store might burn, but ef-
forts by the Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad and neighbors and
friends helped to keep the building
watered down and the building ,was
saved.
Items of clothing, dishes, linens. etc.,
are needed by the Koehne and 1,0, ke
family.
TorftrnY Locke, age lfi, and 11 el
LoCke, age 14, bail ...dadents at
Calloway County .High SchooL were t
IA • 44 •
sic .
honr alone at the time of the fire They
were reported to be upstairs with the
record player going, and had to jump
from an upstairs window to escape the
frames. Tommy received bruises, and
, Tina received a broken arm and other
bruises in their jump from the home.
Hope Locke, age 13, was spending the
night with a girl friend, and Bonnie
Locke, age 10, was with her mother
shopping when the fire occurred. Hope
and Bonnie are students at North
Calloway Elementary School.
Persons having any clothing, dishes,
linens, etc., to donate to the family may
take them to the home pf the children's.. --
grandmother, Mrs. Haig Locke,
Trailer 56, Hale's Trailer court,
Murray, or to the home of Dorothy
PriffeWbre, 804 North 17th Street,
Murray. Anyone having items to be




proved by the council then - which
cannot be assumed - a , ratification
election by union members could take
another 10 days. And if miners approve
the contract, another two weeks would
be required to begin moving coal to
customers.
_ The time factor is beComin
g in-
creasingly important -for- elettrica I
utilities dependent on coal.
The strike, in its 65th day today, has
--eut-Coal production in half, and elec-
trical output has been reduced in
several states where stockpiles have
fallen sharply. Bad weather 'has
hampered delivery of what coal is
available.
In Indiana, a spokesman for Gov. Otis
R. Bowen said the latest delay "just
aboutooarantees" mandatory electric.,,,,,
power cutbacks in the state.
"We need a quick settlement if we're
to avoid a serious economic hardship in
this state," said spokesman William J.
Watt.
In Ohio, Gov. James A. Rhodes
already' has asked President Carter to
order miners back to work, saying his
state anci others "could be facing
disaster" unless coal shipments are
resumed.
•
The proposed three-year con- tract
would give miners an average daily
wage of about $84, or $2.35 ,an hour'
above the current $7.80 average hourly
-wage. Wages and benefits would rise a





inadvertently reduced to 11 during the
1976 special session.
Under the proposal, an offender
under the age of 18 who was committed
to a Department for Human Resources
facility by a juvenile court would
remain under the juvenile court's
control until he reached 21. If the of-
fense were committed by a person over
18, the case would still be handled by
regular courts.
Several lawmakers complained that
it would be unfair to allow persons over
the age of 18 to be kept in juvenile court
jurisdiction when they otherwise are
considered adults.
The House voted 49-34 to send the
measure to the Judiciary-Statutes
Committee. The bill was originally
reported out favorably by the. health
and welfare panel.
Other bills passed by the House in-
clude one to allow countyattorneys and
commonwealth. attorneys to carry
concealed weapons when they ac-




Tfie Murray Common Council will
meet in regular session Thursday at
7:30 p.m. at City Hall; Items listed on
the agenda for the public meeting in-
clude:
- the second reading of an ordinance
establishing an appeal procedure fr —
commercial establishments whose
refuse pickup rates are increased-.
- -the second reading of an ordinance
designating -the number of standing
council committees and the meni-
bership of each committee;
- the first reSdingbf an amendment
to the city personnel Ordiocince:
- authorization for an audit of the .
city police court to be conducted for the
year 1977;
- discussion of a menibranclum "-
understanding between the city-and the
Calloway County Fisaal Court con-
cerning a dog warden;
- a resolution recognizing past
members of the council:
- consideration of a recom-
mendation from the Murray Planning
Commission that would adjust rates for
rezoning requests and public hearings;
- a. recommendation from .Mayor., _
Melvin Henley on Taring -the ‘Tacancy on
the planning commission created by the
resignation of Dick George.
The meeting will be held in the
_council room on the second floor of City
Hall. The meeting is Veil tcr the general'
public.
t






The family cottage, "Happy
: Harbor," on Kentucky Lake
burned during the electrical,
rain storm on January 7.
_ Nothing remains but crum-
bled concrete blocks of which-
the cabin was built, the stone
fireplace and more than 30
years of memories.
'We bought Lot No. 1 at the
. Tennessee Valley auction and
-,--bhfit'lt--10aeation home soon
'after the purchase. Ruby and
Noel Melugin joined us in the
project. They, with George
and me traveled the 15 miles
each afternoon after work, to
• see the progress of the con-,
Struction. We talked about
; naming _the cabin "Peanut
Butter -Lodge' because our
".• supper down there consisted
of peanut butter, ripe
tomatoes and pickles - things
we could pick up hurriedly and
take with us. But we named
the lake home "Happy Har-
bor" after many suggestions
and votes by the two families.
Living there proved to be a
happy experience and the
place possessed a quiet harbor
for boating and swimming.
Many • activities happened
Senior-Girls Scouts
to which Lochie Fay and
Carolyn Melugin belonged,
_held a week's camp there.
There were about a dozen girls
included. Camp regulations
were followed and members
participated in the work. Ruby
and I were camp directors. A
United States Flag was raised
cigily in front of the cubizr by'
Charlie Marr while. William
Thomas Parker played the
bugle. The two young men
were quite popular during, the
week's stay.
We shared the cabin with
others, and to many there are
precious memories - There
were three honeymoons there,
that I can' remember. One 'of
the things that I wish we could
have saved the guest book. It
was filled with the names of
friends here and away.
George entertained the
executive board of the Ken-
tucky Bankers Association
while he was president. One of
the guests said he couldn't'
sleep because of something
running on the roof, and the
noisy whip-poor-wills.
Sunday school picnics, club
weungs, bu.smess meetings
were held there. High school
annual staffs have laid plans
while staying a weekend in the
quiet rendezvous.
Ruby and Noel sold to us and
built a cabin or summer home
across theltike. Their family
and ours had crown to include
in-laws and grandchildren
that made us of one cabin
rather crowded.
Bertha Jones and I went to.
the cabin atone one day. She is"
a talented Musician and poet.





spent a whole afternoon At.
Huckleberry Bend;
We - talked of now and
yesteryear, I and a true, tried
friend.
From out the cabin window-,
I saw upon the lake
A million beauties rare. The
Property Descent And Why




A rocking chair, a fireplace
where one can sit and dream;
Before I know, my tears are
gone and in j.ny eyes a gleam.
Regrets crept in I couldn't
help because 1 toand
Such bliss. I'd love to share
with those I love;
-.._Somehow, I'm made like
- . 4'
The memories of that af-
ternoon will stay until he end
Because there's so much
beauty down at "Huckle Berry
Bend.'`
 - :
Bertha is a patient in Mills
Manor, Mayfield. Her
children are Rowena Cullum,
,Murray, Edith Paschall,
_Pur.year; Jane Fitch, San
Diego, Calif. and Raphael,
Texas.
Who will receive your
worldly belongings at the end
of your life? All who plan to
die - and a few who don't -
should ask themselves this
question.
An up-to-date will, properly
prepared, is assurance that
your property will pass ta
those of your choice at' your
death. Wilmer Browning,
Extension economist in the
UK College of Agriculture,
points out that, without a-WM-
your' estate will be divided
according to state law rather
than your wishes.
"Remember, you have
worked hard to accumulate
proper!), during your
lifetirneBratiling „says.'
"Kentucky law gives you the
privilege of determining who
will get and enjoy this
property after your death. But
if you want your property
distributed in a way other than
that provided by laws of
"descent and distribution, you
must have Will.Ruth Warren Group. Of A will is a written statement
Church Holds Meeting
The Ruth Warren •Ortagrof
the Sinking Springs Baptist
Church met in the home of Pat
Dalton on Jan. 10 with Patsy
Neale presiding in the absence
of president, Phyllis Whitney.
The monthly program en-
titled "Plenty of Vision-Not
Enough Resources" was
-centered around the North
-Central states population, and
was presented by Patsy
Neale, Martha Covey, and
Carolyn Carroll.
Judy Smotherman and
Carol Turner were in Charge-
of the monthly Prayer
Wender Tor ITif-sionaiies.
Each of the eleven members
present gave mission project--
ideas-Jor the gro'up to study.
Prayers were led by Wanda




visited the group meeting to
obtain ideas for a newly
formed group at their church,
Refreshments were served
by Pat Dalton and Carolyn
Carroll.
Members present included




Covey, Ava Watkins, and
Evelyn Willie., Visitors were





Mr. and Mrs. 'David
--Forrester . of Mayfield Route
Seven are the parents_of a
baby girl, Misty Dawn, born
on Saturday, Jan. 28, at the
Murray-Calloway. County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Forrester of
Mayfield Route Seven and Mr.
and Mrs. Harlan Black of
Farmington Route One.
-.4
Back . in 1800 wlith---Mtin
Adams was president, the
population of the U.S. hit















A  THIS MOVIE IS TOTALLY
"We OUT OF CONTROL
ENCOUNTERS












the • • Hew
unilmited
Dixieland Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
Custom Framing Sale
20% OFF
Alf Custom Framing During The
Month of February, 1978
ring s on its way -give your home a new look and save
that specifies who shall
receive property at the
owner's death. A will is not
effective until,. after the
owner's death, - the "Caddy
provisions of the will be
carried out. Anyone with
objections to the will can raise
then at this time.
Only your last will is valid.
This means that you can
rewrite your will at any time
as conditions -change.
Browning recommends that
you -destroY your old will' when
. .
JAMES A. RUDOLPH, on
leave from Murray State
University, is presently
working towards a doctoral









Act 552 Fellowship program
(EPDA 552), pursuing a
degree in agriculture
education. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Rudolph,
Paducah.
u've written the new one, to
a 'old confusion over which
applies. He also points out that
recent changes in federal
estate tax law make it im-
portant that you review your
will and update it if necessary.
"If your present will was
written before October 4, 1976,
you definitely should review
it," he says. ''There have been
significant changes in use of .
marital deductions, lifetime
-gifts and other areas. In ad- -
dition, the -minimum size
estates subject to federal
taxes has been increased.
These changes may not make
it necessary to revise your
will, but you should have a
-look with -possible
changes in mind.
"It's best that you have an
attorney's help in preparing
your will," advises Browning,
"Since you won't be there
after your death to explain
-What your writing means, an
attorney can help you word
your -will so it can be in-
terpreted easily later.
"The fee charged by most
attornies for aiisimple will is
not large," BPbwning adds.
-Feel free to discuss charges
with your attorney before the
yaks
Among the advantages of
having a will are these:
You can decide on the
distribution of your property
in event of your death; the
costs of settling your estate
may be reduced; you will have
the privilege of naming a man
or woman to carry out your
wishes in eaW—seffement;
you may indicate who is- to
care for minor children; if you
wish, you can set Up part or all
of yourestate in a trust for the
benefit of someone,. disputes
may 'be prevented that could 
AIRMAN NEItAf V. VAN-
DERKLEED, granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Van-
derkleed of 1403 Burlington
Ave., Frankfort, Ind., has
been selected for technical
training at Lowry AFB, Colo.,
in the Air Force avionics
systems field. The airman
recently completed basic
training at Lackland AFB,
Tex., and studied the Air For-
ce mission, organization and
customs and received
special instruction in human
relations. Completion of this
training earned the in-
dividual credits towards an
associate in applied science
degree through the Com-
munity College of the Air
Force. She attended ,Patrick
_ Henry High School,
Roknoke, Ya. .
arise if no provisions were
made -for distribution of
property; you can provide for
fairer treatment of certain
heirs who may be more
deserving than others; you
can leave part or all your
property to your church,
school, or other religious or
charitable organizations tax
free as you wish. (Check with
the Internal Revenue Service
to .be certain these
-organizations are recognized
by law to & charitable or
religious.)
For more information on
estate planning, contact your
county Extension office or






Kentucky Press Women Sponsoring
Writing Contest For High School Students
Kentucky Press Women,
Inc_ are sponsoring a high
school feature writIng
.couteat, Ill cuyet ation with
the Kentucky Department
of Public Information.
High school students are
invited to write a feature
article- on local people,
places or events, have it
published in a school paper,
local paper or anywhere
there are readers interested
in what the writer has to
say.
A tear sheet of the
published feature article
-may then be sent to Mrs.
Thelma Taylor, Cynthlana,
Kentucky, route 5, by
March 1. With the article
must be the name of the
contestant, name of the
high school, English or
Journalism teacher, ad-
dress of contestant and
school, -name of publication
and date.. The-date- must be
the197-78 school year.
Prizes offered ineludf,-.
-first prize: $50 savings
bond: second prize, $25
savings bond, and third
prize, $ta
Winning entries will
compete in the national
contest. First three national
-.LTA
at
winners will be guests of the
National Federation of
Press Women at San An-
tonio, Texas, during the
convention June 21-24.
National first place winner
will receive $75; second,.
-$50, and third, $25, plus
'being presented the awards
at San Antonio.
Entries will not be
returned Judges will
consider ease of reading,
interest to readers and
content. Winners will be
notified by April 10.
'40_41- • f
1 11
V4Lken the Spaniards first
elunt,a.pon the tomato in
South Ameriea_they called it
a "love apple."















N. 121h P., Olympic Plaza •
759-1636








21 Shrimp for $2.85
It's back by popular demand!
You enjoyed it so much last year, we've brought it
back—Jerry's Super Shrimp Sale.
For just $2.85, you get a giant helping of 21 golden-fried
shrimp, a hearty serving of french fries, a dish of our
savory cole slaw, and hot dinner roll and butter.
So come on in for lunch or dinner. Enjoy the $2.85
Super Shrimp Sale, at Jerry's.
Jet 11
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Murray Bass Club will meet
at the Triangle Inn at fi - 311
Tractor pull, sponsored by
Alpha Gamma-Rhe fraternity
at Murray state, will
• Thursday, February 9
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Women will meet with




will meet Kati Maude Woodall
at 9:30 a m -Each one is to
bring three wash cloths
Bea Walker GE,oup of First
ptist Churc1TWOmen will
.meet with Mrs. James Rogers
-at 7:30 p.m.
Welcome W4on Club will
- Meet at jhe Community Room
if the North Branch of Peoples
• Bank at 3:30
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at the Murray
,Woman's Club House at six
wr
- 7-
Murra apter No. 92
'loyal Arch Maso meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
Coffeefor Heart Fund Drive"
-Workers will be held at the '
home of Irma la Follette, 808
:North 20th Street, at ten.a.m:,
....,.-7-7173.ohnaihrvalarseinutariirtil -
be held at Colonial House
'Smorgasbord at 6: 30 p.m. This
4.s open to all interested per-
sons.
't"Campus Lights' 41st
tiroduction will open at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
Vnivarsity., at 8:15 pan.
!Tickets are three dollars per
Omen roc inforinsifion call
gsz-es.
Poetry luncheon has been
-.rescheduled for twelve noon at




will be held at First Cluistian
Church Educational building
at 7:30 p.m. For information
call Ruth Eversmeyer.
Progressive Hommel**
Club will meet at•the home of
Ethelyn Loberger at seven A d
p.m.
Friday ,February M
Campus Lights will be
presented at 8:15 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Tickets are
three dollars per person.
seven p.m. at the 'West 'Keril
tucky Livestock and
Exposition. Center. For in,
formation call 753-2943.
Saturday, February 11
Third and anal night of
Campus Lights will be at 8:15
p.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University.
Tractor pull, sponsored by
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity
at Murray State, will start at
seven p.m. at the West Ken-
tucky Livestock and 
Exposition Center. For in-
formation call 753-2943.
Music scholarship auditions
for high school students,
sponsored by Sigma Alpha
Iota and Phi Mu Alpha Sin-
fonia,. beheld from nine
&M. -to four -p.m. -at Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University.
Saturday, February
Adult Valentine Banquet of
. First Baptist Church will be
-held at Jonathan Creek
ptist Assembly at 6:30 p.m.




_Methodist Church in Florence,
-South Carolina, was tgr set-
ting for the wedding uniting
trances Jane Monroe and
John Andrew Krupansky on
Saturday, Dec. 17, at 4:30 p.m.
The bride is • the younger
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford E. Monroe of
Gilbertsville. The groom's
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Krupansky of Troy,
New York.
The Rev. Tom Wilkes of
Florence conducted- the
Afirliiik "Ceremony. -Frreeeding
the ceremony, the bride's
brother, Dennis Monroe,
pianist, and her sister, Sandra
Darnell, organist, presented a
program of contemporary folk
music. Dennis Mann* -sang
"The Wedding Song" Mori
-the vows and read from
Gibran's "The Prophet On
Marriage" prior to the final
blessing.
Mrs. -Sandra Darnell of
Gilbertsville also attended her
sister as matron of honor
while Robert Hatcher of
Providence served as best
man. Alr;-atifILUF940Art- Andrew -Krili-ParlSkY--
Bride's Dress 
-
With a dinner at the Flamingo
Sunday, F The bride, escorted-to the long stemme
d red rose.
Restaurant and later that
Recital by Gall Lovelai*--- --ar by her father, wore a 
Mrs. Darnell wore a formal _
Plains, soprano voice, creme-eatored gown of indian gown of cranbeiTy 
quiana and evreceenpingtio,,nthe hosted
a
White 
 vita h* at -3:*-k":,44:.tilit.:saute stirtett in a .--#1w- 
carried long ItePPed-
Farrell--Recital Hall, - Prios-eafit.of.the.centurr • .-113str.7" 
Aftef Owedding trip to New
rty were entertained their home in Florence, S. C.and carried a sing
e members- or the-wed- --York; -the -couple-is. making.Doyle Fine Arts Center, She wore live baby's breath
Murray State University. her hair
Hairbyrushing In Right Directio
. The_ right brush cap, make synthetic bristles and are 
styling your hair easier; often too gentle for coarse or
'IintiroVe Itti'dondftlon and Is thicithair ri -
easier to use. Here are some On the Pre de, they remove
things GLAMOUR Magazine more dirt synthetics and
believes you Should look for ' are quite good at smoothing
beforeyoubny. and styling hair. In general.
  BRISTLES synthetic brushes clutch The
- The type of bristle you need hair well, are lower-priced
depends on the texture of your and easier to care for than
hair. In general, the heavier natural bristles.
or coarser your hair, the ,Some of the newest brushes
stiffer the bristle should be. don't actually have bristles at,
Natural bristles, although all, but rows of rounded
available in different still- flexible teeth made of rubber
Magic Silver Show, spon-
sored by the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Murray State
University, be. shown during
gallery hours, fourth floor of
Price Doyle Flip Arts Center,
through March 8. For in-
formal call -762-3714. •
Legal seminar sponsoredly
Murray State Center for
Confirming Education along
with the Law School and
Continuing Education Cent of
the University of Louisville
will be held today and
Saturday at Kenlake State
Resort Park. For information
call 762-2716.
Exhibits of prints and paper
by Martha Stallion, Salem;
ceramics by John Sensing,
Louisville, , and printmaking
by John Caringola, Con-
nelsville, Pa., will open at the
Clara M. Eagle.Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arta Center„
Murray State University, and
continue through Feb. 22.
nted
are excellent for wet or fragile meant for straig
on which a bristle brush-back-or-up-and-down
should not be used, so they're 7 good for long hair.
great for blow drying. Ithey?re - with- a- slightly
also great for curly or permed curved hack is for people who
hair heCause-they aliWeasily brush with it.flick of the wrist
through the. _ hair without Ate_ ray .niost _people. vsith
pulling Or teasing it. melhum to short hair brushy-
Oily hair benefits from these The curved shape is prac-
too since they aerate better tick!l because the turning,
than 'bristles 'arid trioVeless oil -flicking- motion-- ivaircr-Ordy -
dOwn the hair shaft. For wear down the side brisiks of •
exactly this reason, however,- 4.flatluust.
they're a bad choice for dry A full, round brush, with.
_hair (which needs bristles all around:worts for
nesses, tend to be softer titan or another synthetic set intaa lubricating 7 wrist-flickers too, but its -
• 
APB
Shapes -Are' Aire& 
primarily to the way you
u itions For Chamber brush'Flat-backed brushes are
- cushioned rubber pad."These '
Orchestra In March
The Arts Council announced
that preliminary plans have
now been completed to pave
the way for the formation of
Paducah's own Chamber
Orchestra. Arts Council
Director, Don Hayes, noted
with the wealth of fine
musicians in the area we are
confident of being able to
mount our first series of
concerts this year.
The Chamber Orchestra will
be --composed- entirely of
volunteer musicians under the
direction of a professional
conductor.
Negotiations are now un-
derway with Xavier Cendajas
of the Kentucky Opera
Association who has ex-
pressed a strong interest in
becoming the Chamber
Orchestra's first conductor.
As the conductor will be the
only paid member, it will be
necessary to seek financial
support from _the 'community
to underwrite the first series
of concerts scheduled to begin
in September_otthis year,
Business and individual
support is being sought and
the Arts council is planning to
set up a special fund. Any
business or individual wishing
to make a tax deductible
contribution would make their
checks payable to Arts
Council Chamber Orchestra,
P. 0. Box 301, Paducah, KY
42001.
Auditions for area
musicians will be held in
March. Anyone wishing to
audition should send a brief
musical history to the Arts
Council and a staff member
will contact them to arrange
an appointment time.
Although no pay will be
involved this season, as the
orchestra's financial picture
improves, members will be
able to share in the profits.
The projected growth and
progress of the area in the
next few years has strongly
influenced the decision to
begin development of the local
artistic resources.
•
Order Your Sweetheart A
"Vaientine Cake" • -
will deliver on Tuesday. Feb. 14th. Place orders in 
advance.
Cake Prices Start at $3"
biggest asset is for blow-dry
Styling. -Nair 'brushed _around--
this shape takes on curves and .




John Lance is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. James
W. (Jim) lilurkeen of Dexter
Route One for their baby boy,
weighing, eieht !pounds three
-ounces, measuring 20 inches,
born on Saturday, Jan. 21, at
9:51 a.m. at the Murray-
-Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
the General Tire ahd Rubber
Company, Mayfield. The
mother is the former Robbie
Morris.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jarnes4lugh Burkeen of
Dexter Route One, James
:Morris of Grogan's Trailer
Court, Murray, and Mrs.
Shirley Morris of Dexter.
--Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. John Clesnenti ot
Dexter and Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
Scott of Greenville, Ill.
7-C122-
SiraWbathes are oct- ualry du:





























_Fog, THE ONE you LOVE .


















BLACK ONYX & OPAL & OPAL RING OPAL RING LDS BUTTERFLY
DIAMOND RING DIAMOND RING
•
FRAMED IN GOLD OPAL RING
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3 DIAMOND DIAMOND ANTIQUE DIAMOND ANTIQUE DIAMOND ANTIQUE DIAMOND ANTIQUE
ANTIQUE RING
'
FILIGREE RING FILIGREE RING FILIGREE RING FILIGREE RING
It•g. $189.95 $9 5
SPECIAL 
9 "9 $99.95 $499 5
SPECIAL_
Reg. 599.93 $4 99 5
SPECIAL
Reg. $99.95 
$4995SPECIAL , Re"99.95 $499 5SPECIAL
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By Abigail V,an Buren
1978 by Cmcage Tribune N Y News Svnci Inc
a a
' • y
DEAR ABBY: OLD SHOE DOG's letter certainly
steamed me. I sold fine shoes to both men and women for
over 50 years, and I.always removed the customer's shoes.
(Shoe dog says, "Doctors don't undress their patients, so
why should we remove shoes?" What an idiotic
comparison. There is nothing degrading about undressing
a foot.)
Shoe dog complairisa!`Most. peoplu dm:4_ even know what
size shoe they wear!" Whx should they? A competent shoe
salesman routinely measures the customer's foot, then
gives him (or her) the size that fits. Besides, shoe sizes
change according to one's weight. (If you've gained or lost
20 pounds you can't wear the same size dress or suit you
wore before your weight changed. The same is true of your
shoes.)
I don't know where OLD SHOE DOG sold shoes, but he
never. could have made it-in MY store.
SHOE DOG I RETIRED)
DEAR DOG: You weren't the only one who had a bone
to pick with OLD SHQE DOG. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I'm a practicing chiropodist with a few
aa--1404-sttgl •Wart14-10/q.14-..LI(X, VQ.G:„ _
corns, bunions and ingrown toenails we foot doctors see in the immediate family with Bro. Paul Bogard officiating.
Rogers- Bogard Vows
PADUCAH PATIENT
" ReCently dismissed from -
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
were Mr. and Mrs. William
Miss Susan Len Rogers
and Charles Terry Bogard
It's shoe dogs like him who are respOnsItTe'tor au tnose
our offices every day.
Some shoe clerks sell shoes they know will cripple the
customer just to make a sale. And some shoe
manufacturers should be jailed for manufacturing shoes
(especially for women) that not only torture the feet. but
cause chronic back problems. Thbse pointed-toed shoes
and five-inch heels so popular in the 50's ruined the feet of Frances-Drake 
Mr. and Mrs. Lenith Rogers of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Susan Len, to Charles Terry Bogard, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Tommy Bogardof Dexter.
Miss Rogers is a 1977 graduate of Murray High School and is
presently employed by the Peoples Bank of Murray.
Mr. Bogard is a 1976 graduate of Calloway County !Ugh
School. He is employed by-the Ralph Bogard Construction.
The ceremony will be performed on Saturday, April /5, at
trif-plfflirtfftr$Pitilitrrifinrell of Mitt' beitrit—'
millions of women. . ' ' — FOR THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1978 '
Lately I've had MEN come in with serious foot and back
What kind of day will SAGITTARIUS )6#complaints caused by fhe platform shoes they've been
wearing. Sometimes I think the ivhole world has gone Mad. tOMOrrow be? Tolind out 
what 4 Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Withhold my name, Please. I'm not quite ready to retire. 
.. the stars say, read the forecast . With your personality and
„PUZZLED PODIATRIST 
persuasiveness, ;Boa can be angiven for your birth Sign.
_ -- effective influence in areas
ARIES.
DEAR PODIATRIST. I ani well acquainted. with the ' r.' 
rysAA , where stumbling blocks have
A ; ( Mar.. 21 to Apr 20) ' — - been raised. Your spirit of
pointed-toed shoe Of the 50s. I .fougbt that battle after 'Pay no attention to those who enterprise stimulated.
putting my foot in it! - ' express jeundiced viewpoints or CAPRICORN
Your Individual
Horoscope
DEAR ABBY.! Maybe I' shOuldrik.complain, beerittsesmy.
fiance says he loves mg, a lot and I know he never even
looks at another girl, but here's my woblem:
Every deer hunting season, he says 1411 seeine after the
season is over. He is so crazy about hunting, he goes every
minute The has off from work. Abby, everyone SI'S
fool to wait for him to come to see me ,:telien he feels like it.
I think if he really cared for me_ jied see -me' op-weekends
during the deer season, don't you?
Next season, should I tell him he can either find time for
me or he can find someone else?
SECOND CHOICE
DEAR SECOND: If you're sure the only kind of deer
your fiance is interested in is the four-legged kind, you're
lucky. Don't challenge him to find another "dear" unless
you want to go hunting for a new boyfriend.
If you feel left out and lonely, or wish you knew how to
get people to like you, my new booklet, "How To Be
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old," is for you.
Send $1 along with a long, self-addressed, stamped 124
cents) envelope to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212.
Never leave a key under the







James David Garrison of
Murray has been named to the
dean's list for the 1977-78 fall
semester at Mississippi State
University.
Garrison is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. James E. Garrison
of 303 Oakdale Drive, Murray.
Persons included on the
dean's list of scholars
represent high academic
achievement at the university.
1.egend says Rome was
founded by ,the twin brothers
Romulus and Remus in 753
13.C.
from SVEND JENSEN,. DENMARK
How WIII5frU fl.,11r1116, sir
Valentine' With slush bouquet'
Or a single perfect rose? ft hand
blown crystal vase from Svend
Jensen J Denwark makes vut
gift more speciar Choosy tundra,
the vase with the bubble in its.
bar. The vase stands I I inches
till the matching bud vases,
7% and 6 inches. Even after
the nOM•ff. facie, the vase will
iontinue to say "I love s, iii




those who obvjouely nurse (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
unwarranted grudges! Coun-
teract ill will with your innate
good humor and sense of logic.
TAURUS - tititior
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
• You. can - make unusual
progress in many areas now.
Get your mind clicking arty,
and in tune with present trends.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Your inherent' . foresight
nearly always places you in an
advantageous position, '.'ut
your best thoughts to work no*,
and you can outwit any and all
.COMpetition. . "
CANCER •
(June 22 to July 23) e4C1
Do not judge the actions of
others lightly — `or with
suspicion. Study. all factors
carefully and you will arrive at
more reliable conclusions.
LEO
a(July 24 to Aug. 72) 12-tigi
You grasp ideas easily, see
benefits to be gained where
' others only note the obstacles.
Use your instincts NOW — and
go forward!
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) W.A.
Make no important decisions
alttil mid-afternoon. Too many
unnecessary doubts and
muddies cloud perceptiveness
during the early hours.
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23)
Stretch apoint wfiere it will
pay off later. A vote of con-
fidence is sometimes necessary
to secure the cooperation you
need.
SCORPIO
(Oct- 24 to Nov. 22) In'eltP
Pull down undesirable
barriers; recognize real ob-
stacles to your progress. With
everything in clear focus, you




proffered plans, proposals. New
advances „Indicated, but don't
lose interest in current projects.
- AQUARIUS • •1010$,„
I-Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You will face competition
now, but it won't stymie you.
Rather it will prove a
stimulating challenge. Get in
there — and win!
PISCES )(C.(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some complications indicated
in personal and (or) money
matters. Don't let false pride
'keep you from asking advice, if
you're unable to cope.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
composite of physical and
• mental vigor, and of sensitivity.
You thrive under a word of
praise, but should recognize
that though you don't get it at
-times, you must continue to
strive anyway. The Aquarian is
so versatile, finds so many
poonibilities in life that he tends
to dissipati energies. Settle
upon a life's occupation, then'
turn to as many different
avocations as you will. In this
way, you can have a successful
career as well as outlets for
other talents — and emotions.
You are suited to journalism,
painting, statesmanship, in-
terior decorating and (or)
music. Birthdete of: William H.
" Hain:son, 9th Pres., U.S.A.;
Mia Farrow and Kathryn
Grayson, film stars; Carole
King, singer.





Baby Girl Doron (Debbie),
Rt. 1, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Nell F. Merrell, 903
Vine, Murray, Mrs. Priscilla
P. Lemons and Baby Boy, Rt.
2, Puryear, 'I'n., Mrs. Debra S.
McKendfee and Baby Girl, Rt.
5, Benton, Mrs. Shelia J.
Hancock and Baby Boy, Rt. 2,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Nora K.
Brewer, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Dorothy N. Nanney, 2000
Coldwater Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Mary F. Sheridan, 711 Poplar,
Murray, E. Neva! Williams,
700 Fairlane, Murray, Harlon
Black, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mack T. Hosford, Gen. Del.,
Puryear, Tn., James C.
Barnhart, Rt. 1, Bruceton,
Tn., Kenneth S. Myers, Rt., 8,
Murray, Mrs. Ruth F.
Pickard, Box 12, Lynn Grove,





Like other split-top breads, we put butter on the top. But what's really. different about Colonial's Butter Bread and Butter Wheat Bread iswe bake 100% butter into the dough, too. So you get .butter inside and out.








15e OFF BUTTER BREAD OR BUITER WHEAT BREAD
Mr. Grocer: We will pay you 15t plus 5it
handling charge for each of these coupons
redeemed in accordance with the terms of
this offer. Coupon void if presented by out-
side agency or where prohibited, taxed or
restricted. Customer .must pay sales tax.
I Cash redemption value 1/20 of one cent In-
t voices proving purchase of §uffiCierit stock of
L
Butter Bread or Butter Wheat Bread to
cover coupons submitted must beshown
upon !request Failure to do so may, at our
option, void all coupons for which no proof of
product's purchase is shown. For prompt
payment, nual coupons to Colonial. P.O. Box







finel-the happiest hunting grounds in the clasirfied pages.
From individual homes to condominiums or even buildable lots,
before you go runnin' all over the woods, first check the classifieds.
Our classifieds offer you this area's largest real estate ,
marketplace, and it's all right at your fingertips.
Call 753-1916 to
Place Your Classified Ad
-
w a
murray Ledger 8c Times
103 N. 4th St: Miirrav,Ky, \
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Campus
Once again the annual
production of "Campus Lights"
is upon us. This year's show
will open at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray tate University, on
Thursday evening and continue
through Friday and Saturday
-- evenings with performances
planned to start at 8:15 p. m.
The special Murray State
production is known throughout
the area, state of Kentucky,
surrounding states, and all
across __the nation. Many per-
sons make this an annual event
on their calendar and plan each
year to visit Murray to attend
this special production by the
music department of the
university.
This event began in 1938 and
has continued each year except
during the years of World War
II when the student body
population was low' and the
production was --ftnged to
"CainOns DimoUirrAuring the
war years.
The Murray Ledger & runes
salutes the MSU Department of
Music for continuing this
special production each year as
it annually adds prestige tOlhe--
university, the city 'and the en-
tire area by staging en-




When you give to the
American Heart Association
you are helping yourself. You
are giving to the only
organization that directs its full
'energy and resources to
fighting the nation's number
one killer, heart and blood
vessel disease, medically
known as cardiovascular
disease. The annual death ,toll
approaches one million — more
than twice the number who die
of cancer.
Three-fourths of each dollar
you-contribute goes directly to
research, education and com-
munity programs to help you .
and millions of other
Americans. Only one-fourth of
that contribution goes, for ad-
ministrative services — one of
the lowest percentages for ad-
ministrative services in the
voluntary health field.
With your dollars, the Heart
Association is combating a
composite of diseases that af-
flict 29 million Americans.
Most of the money you give
goes for research —28 cents out
of every dollar. Public health
education gets 15 cents.
Nineteen goes to community
services and 13 cents are direc-





"It IS too bad about the satellite, gentlemen, but Russian flu
Inside Report Koss land Esans and lt,.11,•rt 's“ ak
egr 49
that has led to improved
methods of controlling high




nutrition programs in com-
munities throughout the coun-
try. -
Public education programs
tell you the dangers of high
blood pressure, as well as other
aspects of cardiovascular
disease. Professional education
and training programs help
keep doctors abreast of the
latest medical developments.
7 Most recent health statistics
reveal that death rates of heart
attack and stroke and other for-
ms of cardiovasular disease
are actually decreasing. The
American Heart Association
cannot take full credit, but it
would like to think its research,
community and education
programs are helping bring
about the decline.
Still, many people needlessly
die of cardiovascular disease.
That is why your contributions
are so important. They are the
only source of funding for the
Heart Association.
Help yourself. Give to the
American Heart Assedation.
They are fighting for your life
with every dollar you give
them.
Today In History
By Th• Associated Press
WASHINGTON -- Astonished by the
offer, Ronald Regan turned down
repubican nationa . chairman William
Reagan turned down Republican
national chairman William Brocks's
proposal that he 'share the party's
formal rebuttal of President Carter's
nationally televised appeal for --ap---
proval of the Panama Canal treaties.. -
• Brock's offer was made before the—
networks "decided whether or - riet-te='- •
grant the Republicans equal time iv- -
answer Mr. Carter, What made it seem
preposterous to Regan, an all-out treaty
—opponent, was that he would have been
twinned with Sen. Howard Baker of
Tennessee - a proponent' of -the treaties_
if amended to assure U. S. intervention
rights: • -
"That's- a gre8t-1ti1ag8 tor-the--
Republican party," one Regan aid told
us. "Divided vie stand, united we fall?'"
His PRibt_LAbt .PartY. IPA*/ be split
putting one Republican on the air
defending the treaty- and another
Republican attacking it.
Reagan is still smarting under
Brock's. decision not to mount a
national committee campaign against
the treaties, using funds partly
collected byan anti-treaties,letter sent
to contributors over Reagan's nanle.
Indeed, Brock's offer to give Reagan a
'spot in the party's rebuttal of Mr.
Carter was intended to salve Reagan's
_resentment.
Brock's problem was multiple: first,
avoiding preferential national expoSure
for one potential 1980 presidential
candidate, such as Baker, over another,
such as Reagan or Sen. Robert Dole;
second, handle the rebuttal while
minimizing splits within the partysWer
the treaties; third, find a Republican
consensus in . sharp enough
disagreement with the President to
make a rebuttal worthwhile.
Reagan, vacationing in Mexico,
never did talk directly to Brock. But in
discussing the proposal with his own
aides - and quickly rejecting iF-
Reagan made clear that any "rebuttal"
to Mr. Carter that showed the
Republican party split down the middle
would be self-defeating.
A footnote: Reagan political advisers
want him to take a hard, public line
against the treaties as a National
Catastrophe, with or without the
amendments backed by Baker. That's
bad news for Baker, whose support for
the amended treaties has hurt him
badly with the Republican right wing.
Reagan might diminish that damage
praising the Baker-backed changes.
DOES JIMMY KNOW
Democratic Gov. James Exon of
Nebraska and nine other farm-state
governors were shocked when JimrpY
Carter turned to Agriculture SecreterY
Bob Bergland during a closed-door
meeting Jan. 31 to ask whether farmers
were running into credit problerns
because of low farm income.
Mr. Carter, quoting a warning to that
effect from Sen. Herman Talmadge,
chairman of -the Senate Agriculture
Committee, asked Bergland if it was
true. Bergland didn't know, and asked
one of his aides. the answer Mr. Carter
got whs: no, there is no "liquidity
crisis" in the wheat and cur belts. .
axon, who had set up the White House
session to warn Mr. Carter of political
rebellion in the farm belt, jumped in at
that point. To the contrary, he told Mr.
Carter, there certainly was a credit,
crisis in Nebraska, and other states too.
Banks were being forced to extend
notes beyond their maturity dates ana
were encountering evermore stringent
liquidity
What worried Exon and the other
governors was the implication of the
President's and Bergland's lack of
knowledge about a unclemental
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 8. the 39th
day of 1978. There are 326 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1904, the Russo-
Japanese War began as the Japanese
besieged Port Arthur in Manchuria.
On this date:
In 1587, Mary Queen of Scots was
beheaded after being accused of
plotting the murder of England's Queen
Elizabeth.
In 1609, Mohawk Indians and French
soldiers attacked Schenectady, N.Y.
In 1725, Peter the Great of Russia
died and was succeeded by his widow.
In 1861, Arkansas militia seized the
United States arsenal at Little Rock,
Ark., as southern states were rebelling
against the federal government.
In 1940, the Germans shot every 10th
person in two villages near Warsaw,
Poland, in reprisal for the deaths of two
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In 1955, soviet Premier Georgi
Malenkov resigned and was succeeded
by Marshal Nikolai Bulganin.
Ten years ago: There was racial
violence in Orangeburg, S.C., after
stuents of South Carolina State College
tried to desegregate a bowling alley.
Five years ago: Several U.S.
congressmen told the State Department
there was growing public opposition to
providing U.S. aid to North Vietnam.
One year ago: President Carter of-
fered to seek a quick agreement with
the Soviet Union on strategic arms
limitation by postponing the question of
whether the Soviet Backfire bomber
and the American cruise missile should
be included.
Today's birthday: Former movie
star Lana 'Farrier 4,58 years old..
Thought for tclday: When men speak
ill of thee, live so as nobody may believe
them — Plato, Geeek philosopher,
about 427-347 B.C.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed-by the writer and the writer's
address and Phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics ,of general
interest. - • - ,
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray„ Ky. 42071;
economic problem. One told us: "We
had to ask ourselves, is Mr. Carter
getting the facts he needs to make the
nation's farm policy?"
The session did have its successes.
The President for the first time seemed
genuinely aware that a massive farm
problem threatens his party next
November. He also showed some in-
terest't -Extols-proposal, that the four
Major wheatwaporting nations - U. S.,
Canada, -Argentina and -Australia -
combine their resources to increase
foreign sales abroad at steadier and
ines-Priees•
DEMOCRATIC FUND__MIS_E,R
The White House has agreed '14) , •
'conditions laid down by - California
DtuiOt, ati, leader-asarlesoManatt
become national finance chairman, but
those conditions do notinclude the right.
to back a -.presidential bid by Gov.
Edmund G. Brown Jr. aghinst
Looking Back
Copley Nola firreicv
President Carter. That means Manatt
will support Jimmy Carter against
Jerry Brown if he is still finance
chairman. Manatt, a popular member ,
of the Democratic National Gomrnitte,
had Been expected to play a key role in
any Brown Campaign. "
Asked nearly, a month" ago by
Democratic national chatrrnan John
White to take- the '&1d-raising -pest ,
Manatt-sinCe, then bas been rikrilluting
terms with White and presidential aide
Hamilton Jordan. All requests by
Manatt-Avere &ranted.
 loomajor-coneern of -Manatt-wers-the-
- House-backed change in party
role. that would downgrade  the. Ink
-41ertance of late presidential-primaries,-
-such as California's in June. Manatt
-inforrned he is free to
change when it comes before the
Democratic national committee in
10 Years Ago
The Calloway County Grand Jury
composed of Joe Pat James, Wayne
Wilson, Robbie Blalock, Dr. Karl
Hussung, Mrs. Hugh Oakley, Mrs.
James Pinter, Bill Stubblefield-, Carlos
Jones, L D. Flora, Sue McCage, 0. K.
Stubblefield, and, Yester Orr returned
seven indictments this morning in
making the report to Circuit Judge
James M. Lassiter.
_A total of .529 Headstart, Nursery,
Kindergarten„andFirst Graderhildm.
have undergone visual screening by the
20 Years Ago
Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club under the direction of
the Kentucky Society for the-Preven-
tion of Blindness.
EYeallis reported include Dr.
Tate.
Army. speeiano Four Elvin a.
Griffin,. son of Mr. and Mrs. Noble.
Griffin, is serving with the Army in
Mannheim, Germany.
Births reported include a boy,
•.-Gregory Scott. to Mr-and Mrs, Jries
Nix on Jan. 20.
Randy Patterson,' eighth grade
student at New Concord High School,
made the highest grade on the com-
petitive history examination conducted
by the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution. Second highest grata was
made by Leah Caldwell, student at
Murray High School.
Deaths reported include Miner
Davenport, age 79.
New officers of the Calloway County
Heart Association are Dr. Hugh L
Houston, R. L Cooper, and Kathleen
30 Years Agd -
Patterson. They were elected at the
meeting of the board held at the Hal
Houston Memorial Conference Room at
the localhospital.
Campus Lights will present its 21st
production at the Murray State College
auditorium on Feb. 13, 14, and 15.
Sammie Orr of Rock Hill, S. C., and
Nancy Adams of Fulton play leading
roles:
Billy Rogers got 35 points for the
Murray Training School Celts as they
beat the Kirksey Eagles in basketball.
Chester Reeder got 15 -points for.
Kirksey.
Murray continued to enjoy warm
weather yesterday as new cold waves
were moving about the country but
seemed to bypass this area. •
Legislation imposing a, two cent in-
crease in the State talon gisoline wa's
passed by smooth running Kentucky
Senate majority with a vote of 33 to 5.
Gov. Earle C._Clernents immediately
signed it into law to make the state tax
as of April 1 seven cents on a gallon pf
gasoline.
Clb fare prices in Murray are now 25
cents to 12th Street and 50 cents beyond
12th to 16th Street, according to the
advertisement by the two local cab
companies, Murray Cab Company and
Diamond Cab Company.
In high school basketball games
f, Murray High---beat Harffordr Murray
Training beat Hickman, and Hazel beat
Kirksey. High scorers were Hargis for.
Murray Daniel for Hartford,
Tilevathan for Murray Training, D.
Lattus for "Hickman, Brandon for
Hazel, and Adams for Kirksey.
• Johnny Mack Brown in "Code of The
Saddle" is showing at the Capitol
Theatre.




' Roberson's fib Burgec,- Hungry Bear,
I wish to extend my thanks and ap- Rib Shack, Long John Silvers, and
preciation t6 all those who participated . -




billies. A total Of $300- was ̀donated tir-  i tiefiicate




tion in the March Of Dimes Coffee
' Day to continue to help in the fight "to
,. Special thanks to the restaurants for protect the unborn and the newborn."
their fine demonstration of generosity: Linda Knight
They include Burgera-Chef, Burger p ,,,. ris_.;_n.
Queen"; DeVanti's, Holiday Inn, 1."""470.1"Diines.."""'
   '-anaaasio.
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citiieas. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. II
you have a question of problem not
answered in these columns, write
 l4KARTLINE,414.E_Liayteli-St-._Wr_sL
Alexandria, Ohio 45381." You will
receive aprompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
...HEARTLINE : My neighbor recently.
-showed my wife and I a newsletter for
the National Association of Older
Americans Do you have any in-
formation on this group? C.F.
A. The National Association Of Older
Americans (NAOA is a new
,organization for older Americans, This _t_
group" Is -just ending its first year of
existence. The purpose of NAOA is to -
help hid our older generations as many
ways as possible.
The NAOA organization offers one of
the moSt informative and entertaining
newsletters available to senior citit.ens.
-tairiptges io-47eraers
e our atter:proSubtectijectenX
emmental-- retirement - programer--,----7-7-
, They have staff to answer your
questions.and aid you with problems
that may arise. In addition to this, there
Is also a prescription drug program
that offers substantial savings and
starting this month will offer a very
competitive Medicare supplement
health insurance policy.
For a free brochure explaining
NAOA, write to Heartline-
Dayton. St., West Alexandria, Ohio,
45381. Please, enclose a long, self-
addressed, stamped erlyelopeiy-
'HEART-LIN' What are the
recrairenientutor-w-veteildh.tq, roam
ear• ata.34kliospitaPX &  --
A. Veterans diicharged from active
duty under other than dishonorable
conditions 'who need treatment for
service-connected disabilities, have
first priority. Veterans needing
medical attention for nonservice-
connected disabilitiesinif also receive
tratrnent if they certify their inability to
'pay fof auch-treatment elsewhere, and- .
space is abailable.
HEARMENE: My uncle, who was
receiving a pension from the Veterans •
*AdmInistration, was recently sentence
to a year in jail. Who will get his pen-
sion now? J.C.
A. He will continue to receive his
pensiOn for the firstliti*ys he is in-
carcerated. If he has a wifoor child his
, pension benefit 'May be .eentineed,to
them as en epportioruneoL ..
 HEARTADIE: Your advieejokeoPle
to check on their Sticial Security—
through the Baltimore office is very'
important. But could you add one mire
caution: In writing -e cheek with the
Home Office of any life insurance
policies they hold - asking the "status"
of each insurance.
It took me almost two months of
writing and phoning to find out that
three insuance policies, which were
paid by me throuth 1976, were listed as
lapsed in 1973. I keep all cancelled
checks, and produced them, in con-
tacting our local agent, the local in-
surance office, two letters to the area
home office, (one by certified, return
receipt mail) and one letter to the New
York Office, and got no response to any
AfJhorn  Ltbentontacted,by_letter. our .
State Insuranve Department, who
"roused" everyone involved, and after
weeks of dispair trying to resolve the
problem, we are now in the final stages
of straightening it eut-The_hooks, -
(mine) with the insurance payment
marked showed "through Dec. 1976". _ ,
but there was no record it the Home
Office.
It is unbelievable' this could have •
happened. One policy was more of less -
straightened out two years ago, but we
were not advised then, or now. that it
was considered lapsed. No notices have
ever been received on any of the three
polidies. As I pay by the year
(12months) each time, an all policy
numbers are shown on the checks,
there could be no mistaking. —
To be sure I am attaching copies of
both sides of the canceled checks to the
. various policies. I am a retired person,
and after my demise, I wish the policies
• - the three is belerminated fer 'cash
t 'v°a- b el u e 
carried On with no problems. (One
of 
I might add; one of the policies was
paid in March of 1976, but the agent had
taken the full amount for 1976, and
neither he, the local office, nor the area
home office had advised me O.-Sallie.
They did refund the_amountikaifi from.
April through December, 1976, after the
State Insurance Department became
involved. I wish to add that I feel that
my problem may be only the "tip of the
iceberg" conceining insurance
policies, particularly in this area,
through this nationally-known, .and
might add, infernationally-know, -in-
surance company, Mine are all con-
sidered "small" policies Maybe larger
ones are not in jeopardy.
All t. hree policies were issued in the1940s
11.S.D., Berwick, Iowa.
A. We feel that this letter says it all. -
Again, make a yearly check _with your
insurance company on all existing
policies
Bible Thought
"And when the lord saw her, he
had compassion on her, and said unto
her. Weep.not" Luke 7::13 ' -
The .compassionate, heart of Jesus
meets us at every _level and ill_ even? ,
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:- chair-MAW Of the approporiations subcommittees that
handle the department's budget. We do not intend
for this program to end'. .
Hopefully, H.E.W. Secretary Joseph Califeno and
other government officiats will someday see the light s
and corns around to the position of Dr. Bowne, which
Senator
Dee HuOdleston•
REPORTS TO THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY
4"
vie
RESEARCH ON A SAFER CIGARETTE
During all of the recent debate about smoking,
:tobacco and health, one issue has been ignored: the
.;need for more research aimed at developing a safer
;cigarette.
' Dr. Peter Bourne, the White House health
•,tedvisett, -has -stated- in a speech- to the. American
-.Cancer Society that fesearch on a safer cigarette is
the only approach -that offers any hope of success.-.I
could not agree more.
Unless we are willing to say that a totally safe
cigarette is beyond the capability of modern•
science -- and that flies in the face of all scientific
-progress of recent decades -- then we must pursue
this course vigorously.
The crther-course, getting millions of Americans
to quit smoking, is some what analogous to efforts to
- get people to quit,dritiking during Prohibition. No
matter how worthy-the cause it is extremely doubtful'
of sucCess.
How much wiser and more productive to pursue
the scientific research approach, or at least pursue it
at the same time as the anti-smoking educational
effort.
Unfortunately, the Department of Agriculture's
_-_.budget which was. released_last week contains a
budget cut that is diametrically opposed to that
- pasition and wtilch-woutct tre-a tremendous setback'
,in.our efforts to develop safer cigarette'
—.--7-T-her1kruelget-cut was-thearopesed-eliminetion-of---fou
a $q million tobacco production research program,
which funds various kinds of tobacco research.
Mining the ctirrerit II-Scat-Year this-program-provided
$729,000 to the University of Kentucky, most of
which went for research to remove potential health
hazards from tobacco.
Senator Ford and I have, already issued a strong
protest to Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland, and
we have also written to the' chairman of the Senate
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Lube & Oil Change
Safety engineered to pre-
vent dangerous leaks. Instal-
lation extra; available at
most stores. 1:140 14 1574
Installation Available at Most Stores,
Miniature Bulbs
2WA
Fits toil lights, parking
Illsts, beak* Joitsts and
turn s;gnals. 12 200, 71
. Friendly Folks—




. sis lubrication and












ment shocks. 12 600/12 636 9
Free shock inspection.





TRINE CHROME IMAYID. 14" and 1/4"
dros,e socket set. Drop forged, deluxe
treerwr-cluty reverstiste ratchet, preeitieet
machined parts. 142 380-61 (42180-7)
113-Pc. Handy Mon Tool Sot (3492.4.1114
753.8391
for 60 Years. Prices good through Saturday .
at all oTASO stores and participating deolers.
fib
6 oz



























Limit 1 Per Family
Gold Modal
Flour
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USDA Choice Grad* 'A' Whole
1-Bone Steak lb. slit Fryers lb. 49c-
UelplicAlioie 
Fields
teak lb 89' Bologna- lb. 99!
Boston Butt Fields
Pork Roasts lb 
S1 0
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Drinks 28 oz 36'
Spaghetti ghe 7 oz 16'
White Cloud





Bread 24 oz Country Style 2/89'
Gelatin
Jell-0 30Z.22
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Hot Water Bottles Help
By TOM CANA VAN
AP Sports Writer
The Cleveland Cavaliers
had a little suprisaik the New
Orleans Jazz, but Mother
Nature and the Chicago Bulls
nad an even bigger one
waiting for the Philadelphia
76ers.
The Cavaliers had the unen-
vieable task of trying to take a
little fire out of the red-hot
:kizz
Jazz, who had won 10 straight.
-limy did even better - they
took the steam out of the Jazz,
literally.
The game was played in the
Richfield Coliseum where a
combination of zero-degree
temperatures outside and -a-
court set over the Coliseum ice
created a frigid effect. The
end result was that it was so
cold that players for both
Marquette Posts Easy
Win, louilvilleirOmps
By FRANK BROWN to. carry the Cardinals past
A? Sports Writer outmanned Tulane in a Metro-
TheeGreighten Bluejays got •-7 conference clash. —
a bad cae- of indigestion:when "Let's face it, Louisville is a
a "BLT" was shoved down better balrclub," admitted
theif throats at the Milwaukee Green Wave Coach Roy
Arena. • - Danforth. "Once-we get way
"BLT," in this case, was not behind a club like that, we
a bacon, lettuce and tomato can't catch up."
sandwich but a giant-sized
+helping of "Butch lee Woe". Dise cam. 4111- the
  ezwessioit• fornher -bench to- score -22-ruttiand
Marquette Coach Al McGuire lift 19-2 DeFaur—areir-
Duquesne. Gary Garland
managed 14 points for
Duquesne, which committed
27 turnovers and sagged to 8-
11 as it• result:-
coined for the Warriors guard
who feasted on the Bluejay
Plate Special Tuesday night.
Lee collecfed 30 points in the
'third-Tanked Warriors' 12=5?
joyride over Creighton,
helping Marquette improve its
record to 18-2.
"We tried any number of
•playei:s arid defenses on Lee
and we couldn't even slow him
down," marvelled Bliiejays
Coach Tom Apke after Lee
-isad pulled 'within a point of. his
career-high performance.
"I'm not sure that the only
player. who could stop Butch
Lee one-on-one isn't Butch Lee
himself, by getting in foul
trouble or losing his con-
centration or something like
that, said Apke.
"We had it down to eight
with a chance to cut it to six,
and then .- to qoote an old
friend ( McGuire) - it was
-
iBut it had been BLT vir-
tually from the start. ke and
Jerome Whitehead scored two
baskets each to give the
Warriors an 8-2 lead before
Creighton pulled even. Lee
added eight points in a 12-point
run that gave Marquette a 20-8
lead that was challenged only
slightly.
If it was any consolation to
Coach Apke, Rick Apke led 12-
7 Creighton with 17 points.
Eight of those points pulled
the Blue jays within 48-40 early
in the second half.
Elsewhere, No. 9 Louisville
hammered Tulane 115-86;
11th ranked DePaul downed
Duquesne 83-58; No. 12 Texas
toppled Rice 102-86 and No. 18
Syracuse lost 97-83 in an
exhibition game against
Athletes in Action.
Ricky Gallon and Darrell
Griffith each scored 22 points
MISS YOUR PAPER?
"Ssoloscrilmers who base set
received their hene-sloilvensd
copy of The Manny Leifer &
noes by 5:30 p.m. Measday-
Friday or by 3:30 p. ea Sew-
days we griped to call 753-1516
betwsteo 5:30 p. w. wed 6 p.m.,
Nissaday-Friday, or 3:30 p.m.
mod 4 p. w. Ssetwiwys, to haws
deivery of the isowspoper. Cs
row be placed iv 6 p.m. week-
days or 4 p.m. Saterdays to
goareetee delivery.
A 36-point-performance by
Jim Krivacs paced the 19-3
Longhorns past the Rice Owls,
who got 29 points from Alan
Reynolds but dropped to 4-17
and 2-9 in the Southwest





Tim Miller, 18, a 64", 220-
pound tight end at Carroll
County • - --High School,
Carrollton, Ky., has signed an
Ohio Valley Conference letter-
of-intent at Murray State
University.
Murray Coach Mike Gott-
fried, in announcing Miller's
signing, said, "Tim is a blue
chip player and one who can
come in and play right away.
We are confident he will add
much to our program and we
are delighted that he has
made the decision to play hiS
college football at Murray
State.
The son of Mr. 'and Mrs.
Raymond Miller, 207 10th
Street, Carrollton, Miller was
a four-year starter for Coach
Clyde McConnaughay at
Carroll County High and won
first-team Class AA all-state
honors as a defensive guard.
He also was named the most
valuable player on his team,
was two years its leading
receiver, and honored as its
defensive lineman of the year.
Miller is the fourth recruit
signed by Murray. Previously
signed were Greg Wor-
thington, an all-state defen-
sive end and fullback from
Warren East High School,
Bowling Green; Rick Biglin
an all-conference fullback and
linebacker from Crestline,
Ohio; and Tim Wheeler, a
three-time All-Kentucky of-
fensive guard and middle
guard from Erlanger, Ky.
Bret Thomas of Covington,
Tn., had previously signed but
has decided to attend school
elsewhere..
teams were provided with hot
water bottles to keep their
hands warm.
The bottles seemed to work
wonders for Cleveland and one
little used guard, Terry
Furlow.
-. "I'm glad they had them
(hot water bottles), because
without them maybe this
wouldn't have happened,"
Furlow said after scoring a
career-high 22 points in
third place in the NBA-Central
Division. • -
Bulls 106, nen 106
Artis Gilmore scored six
points in the fourth quarter
before fouling out with less
than two minutes to play, and
Chicago hung on to defeat
PhiladeIplliL
Philadelphia had its three-
game winning 'streak stopped
as the Bulls defeated the 76ers
for the third time this season.
leading Cleveland to a 122-00 \Lakers 132, Braves 105
victory. - --Iiiii---Erthdson and Adrian
Philadelphia wasn't as Dantley combined for 53
_ lucky as the Cavaliers, Not points to lead Los Angeles as
only did they have the cold the Lakers handed Buffalo its
weather to brave, but a hectic ninth consecutive loss - the
bus trip from Philadelphia to team's longest losing streak
Washington for a plane ride to since they dropped the final 11.
_Chicago for the game. games_ of the 1_972-7; ion.
"I got up at 6:15 this morn- . Hudson and Dantley each
Mg," 76ers Coach Billy had 10 points in the opening
Cuningham said, "but 1 quarter as the Lakers jumped
couldn't get a yes or no answer to a 37-19 lead and never
from the Bulls on whether the looked back.
game would be played. I didn't Celtics 92, Pacers 89
know whether or not to tell my Sidney Wicks and Dave
players to shovel their C,owens each sank twa-rfree-
driveways or else meet to take throws in the final minute as
-.She has." Ffotton -vroiLits fourth straight
The 76ers did not arrive at game - the team's longest
the court until game time and winnning streak this season.
the start of the contest was de- The Pacers, who trailed by
layed 75 minutes. 16 with 4:06 left in the third
Despite the trip, quarter, rallied to tie it at 88
Philadelphia held a 13qffit-Till-Fton Behagen's layup with
lead in the third quarter only 1:07 left in the game. Wicks
to see Chicago reel off a 16-6 made two free throws with 44
spurt and eventually go on to seconds left and Behagen went
score a 108-106 victory over to the free throw line three
the 76ers. seconds later, but missed his
"I'm very proud of our team second shot to give Boston a
after all the adversity on what 90-89 advantage.
must have seemed a Cowens, who led Boston
harrowing experience," with 18, then hit two free
Cunningham said. "But we throws with 36 seconds left to
simply ran our of steam. Big lock up the Celtics' victory.
for me, this 18 hourS has been Warriors 105, Bullets 102
the longest of my life. I'll Rookie Rickey Green hit a
never forget that bus ride field goal with 14 seconds to-
throligh ghost towns and all play to break a 102-102 tie as
those abandonned vehicles." Golden State defeated
In other NBA action, Los Washington.
Angeles bested Buffalo 132- The Warriors had tak, en a
105, Boston edged Indiana 92- 100-96 lead with a tittle more
89, Golden State trimmed than two minutes to play on a
Washington 105-102 and Pair of free throws by Sonny
Portland at New York' and Parker and another on a tech-
New Jersey at San Antonio nical foul made by Rick
were snowed out. Barry.
. The Bullets tied the score on
Furlow hit 10 consecutive consecutive field goals by Ke-
free throws to spark a second- vin Grevey and Elvin Hayes.
period surge that carried who led all scorers with 25
Cleveland to its their third psn'ts.












t At** Aid) E tki
1914 Coldwater Rd. 753-0317
Open Monday through Saterday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
moved them past the Jazz into
High School Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys Games
Anderson Co 71 Woodford Co
52
" Ballard Memorial 63 Lowes
58
Beechwood 71 Campbell Co
65
Boone Co 79 Bellevue 56
Boyd Co 64 Russell 52
Butler Co 68 Bowling_Green
54
Coy Holmes 71 Coy Catholic
57
Danville 67 Harrodsburg 61
Dixie Heights 71 Conner 69
East Hardin 48 Bardstown
45
Eminence 81 Henry at 58
Farmington 63 Fulton City
61




Ft Thomas Highlands 63
Newport 57
Harrison Co 68 Bourbort Co
63 -
Johnson Central 74 Pikeville
71
Knott Central 90 Allen
Central 66
Lax Bryan 'Station 75 Lax
Henry Clay 61
Lone Oak 80 Calloway Co 61
Lou Ahrens 66 Lou Male 34
Lou Butler 68 Lou -Thomas
Jefferson 60
Lou Central 82 Lou Valley 69
. Lou Doss 88 Lou Beth Haven
57
Lou, Durrett 56 Lou
Waggener 55
Lou Moore 71 Jeffersontown
69
Lou Seneca 69 Lou Iroquois
sa
Lou Trinity 79 Lou Fern
Creek 64
Mercer Co 78 Marion Co 73
Middlesboro 61 Harlan 44
Oldham Co 77 Trimble Co 46
Pad Tilghman 72 Cape
Girardeau Central 68
Pulaski Co 83 Russell Co 63
Sheldon Clark 82 Paintsville
84
Silver Grove 58 I,udlow 50
Symsoma 88 Fancy Farm 50
Virgie 66 Millard 59
• Warfen Central 93
Lewisburg 63
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Sorry We Cannot Accept Credit Cards On Sale Merchandise
•
ob
At 12:01 each morning the Bank of
Murray adds the MAXIMUM in-
terest, allowed by law for Banks. to
Customers holding Certificates of
Deposit.
Tomorrow, we will be happy to add
your name to our list of Depositors
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WINGING IT - Glen Olive of the takers jacks up a 20-footer
from the wing for two of his 14 points in the takers loss at
Lone Oak Tuesday.
JIMMY LAMB records on easy basket on this fastbreak drive
as he sails high off the floor. Lamb finished with 10 points for
Calloway County.
(54•H floiptss by Alike trenermi)
THREE-POINT PLAY - Daryl Bushrod scores as he's fouled
on this play by Brent Dreher of the Purple Flash. Bushrod also
canned the free throw and the play cut the Lone Oak lead to
41 34 "Mich Is the closest Callaway came in tiva second huff.
staying in the top ten as they
blasted visiting Calloway
County 8641.
"We feel like it's an honor to
be rated in the poll," Norris
said after his club posted its
14th win in 15 games. Lone
Oak's only loss was by four
points in the Tilghman
Christmas Tournament to the
hosts, just a week after Lone
Oak won at home 87-62 over
. TilatMan ,
The teams left on our
schedule are teams that are
always after us anyhow so
what difference does it make?
_We're proud to have , the
rating," Norris added.
Lone Oak was tied with
Calloway County at eight
apiece with only three minutes
left in the opening period. But
a 20-footer by David Wilkins
followed by two buckets from
high-scoring Barry Tidwell
boosted the lead out to six.
Then with- 1:46 left in the,
quarter, Tidwell stole the ball,
scored on a break and was
fouled. He made the free
throw for a 17-8 lead. By the
end of the quarter, Lone Oak
led 23-11.
The 'Flash had leads-of 29-13
and 36-19 before the Lakers
scored the half's final six
points to trail 36-25 at in-
termission.
Other than the second
-tinarter,-71 felt we played
pretty - good game," Norris
said. "I felt we turned it over
too many times in the second
quarter and we didn't shoot
very well either," he added.
Down 41-29 two minutes into
the second half, the Lakers
made an attempt at making a
game of it. Daryl Bushrod
scored from inside and then on
the next trip down the floor,
converted on a three-point
play to trim Lone Oak's lead to
41,34.






























Denver 32 18 .640
Chcgo 29 23 .558
Mlw 26 27 .491
Detroit 23 27 .460
Ind , 19 31 .381
K.C. 17 34 .333
• Pacific Division
Port 40 8 .833
Phnix 34 16 .680
Seattle 27 22 .551
Gldn St 26 26 .500
Los Ang 25 26 .490
Tuesday's Results
Los Angeles 132, Buffalo 105
Cleveland 122, New Orleans
99
Chicago108, Philadelphia 106
Boston 92, Indiana 89
Golden State 105, Washington
102
Portlan4 tit New York, ppd.,
snow
New Jersey at San Antonio,
ppd7-, snow
Wednesday's Games
Indiana at New Jersey
New Orleans at Philadelphia
Boston at Kansas City
Buffalo at Milwakee





Indiana at New York
Portland at Cleveland
Houston at San Antonio •
Atlanta at Phoenix



















By MIRE BRANDON four consecutive points and
Ledger /4 Times Sports Editor for the rest of the period, the
There may soon be a lead went back and forth from
shortage of bananas around 11 points to nine-points before
the Paducah area. the quarter ended at 55-44.
Albert Norris, the basket- Jimmy Lamb opened the
ball coach at Lone Oak, last period with a bucket for
happens to have a monkey on the Lakers-t0 - make it 55-46
his back. But unlike a lot bet re LonerOak exploded for
other coaches, Norris wants to 13 consecutive Points for a 68-
keep that monkey alive and 46 lead with still five minutes
well, _ _ _left to play. During that
Lone Oak..Made its debut streak, 6-21/ senior Brent
Tuesday, in the Associated Dreher scored six points.
Press Top 10 as they finished Lone Oak's largest lead was
in a tie for the 10th spot. Then,22 points. _
Tuesday night, the Purple All five Lone Oalt starters
Flash assured themselves of finished in twin figures With
Tidwell hitting for 25, Brent
Dreher 21, Duid-Willkins 11,
junicir*Bruce- Dreher 11 and
sophomore Stan Shewmaker
10.
The 'Flash played without
one of their best players, John
Paul Felker, sidelined with a
case of tonsilitis.
-John Paul is our version of
James Lee," Norris said.
"He's a strong and aggressive
:player end gives us the spark;
With four good shooters in the
lineup along with John Paul,
we have a lineup that really
plays well together."
While..Lone Oak played well
together, even without Felker,
Calloway County didn't play
well together and Laker coach
Clayton Hargrove ,thinks




by my team's performance.
It's the first time I've ever put
esteem on the floor.and !was-
embarrassed sitting on the
bench.
"They didn't hustle' on
defense. We had Lone Oak
outsized inside but they must
have doubled us in rebounds
-.We didn't go to the boards at
all. We came back in the
second half and got within
seven and had a chance toy/in.
" B ut you never wip
ballgames unless you play as






Lakers hit in twin
with Glen Olive
14, Bushrod 13 and
Three Marathoners
Run Memphis Race
Three members of the
Murray Marathoners par-
ticipated in the First Memphis
Marathon which was held
Sunday, February 5, on the
grounds of the Shelby County
Penal Farm in Memphis.
A total of 89 runners began
the arduous 26.2 mile trek in
chilling conditions. With 25
mile-per-hour north wind
blowing constantly, and an
outside temperature of 27
degrees, the windchill factor
made the temperature hover
near zero degrees for the
entire run.
For Dr. Adam B. Lanning
III, a professor of sociology at
Murray State University. said
it was a welcome event since
Memphis is his boyhood home.
He had the additional
satisfaction of running step-
for-step with his son Adam B.
Lanning IV, now a student at
Memphis State University.
The younger Lanning age 23)
is a 1973 graduate of Murray
High.
. This run was Adam IV's
first attempt at a complete
marathon. His time was
3:30:15.
It was an experience never
to be forgotten," according to
the senior Lanning. -It's a
rare happening today for
father and son to face for-
midable hardships and pain
together, and then to share the
joy and exhileration of
achievement over these
obstacles," be added.
With about three miles to go
Adam III, a veteran of many
previous marathons, Pulled
away to finish in 3:26:40 Their
respective overall finishing
places were 29th and 3 1st
Competing in his second
marathon, Dr. Ron Wuest, a
Murray chiropractor, ran a
very fine time of 3:15:16 which
was good enough for third
place in the 30-40 age grow)
and 20th overall. This time
was more than 30 minutes
faster than his first marathon





The most impressive, thing
about Lone Oak was their
organization. They zipped
quick passes, played excellent
together and showed fine
fundamentals. They did things
right, like checking the boartis
and blocking out, denying the-
baseline and scrapping for the
entire game.
The one thing we lack is
size and if we don't -try to-get'
inside position, we won't
rebound. We encourage our
kids strongly to go-le the in-
side," Norris said. r
It was Tidwell who went
inside the best as several
times, he followed shots4
and scored on, offensive
rebounds.
We expect-that kind of play
from Barry and we're
beginning to expect it from
other people. Barry's. just
always in the right place at the
right time. Brent Dreher gave
us an excellent game too. He's
very strong and a quick
jumper with a lot-of 'strength
in his shoulders. He really
doesn't play 6-242. He's a
gentleman in every way and is
very intelligent. And he knows
if he doesn't get up and go to
the boards, we may not get the
rebound." 4. • .- -
What kind of depth does the
Flash have?
_ if substitutes could
do it all, they wouldn't be subs
would they?
"But Ken Hancock had 17
points against Lowes Satter-
day and Kris Houser does a
very good job when he comes
in at guard.
"There are a lot of good
clubs in our district, such as
Tilghman, St. Mary and
Heath. Ballard Memorial is
coming along and Reidland
could break loose any garde,"
Norris added as he looked
ahead-to tournament time.
Lone Oak is in good shape as
for the rest of their season
schedule. All of their games,
with the exception of a
makeup date at Tilghman, are 
at home.
Norris will be crossing his
fingers though Sunday as the
drawing will be 'held for -the
Second District Tournament.
Also, Hargrove, whose team is
now 9-7, will be snapping wish-
bones too as the drawing for
the Fourth District Tour-
nament is set for Sunday.
ft pf
Olive , 7 0 4
McCalion , 0 3
Bushrod fi 1 1
_a 2
Lockhart 0 0 5
Garland 4 1 1 9
Barrow 0 0 1 0
Nana   2 0 2 4
G uthrie s 0 1 0 1
McCuiston 0 1 1 1
Rushing 0 1 0 1
Totals Is 18 81
Law Oak
fg ft - pf
Tidwell  12 1 3 36
Wilkins 3 5 4 11
Shewmaker 5 0 1 10
Brent Dreher  5 3 21
Bruce Dreher.... ...... - 6 1 1 11 --
Hobbs 0 2 1 2
lEti'lan 
0 0 1 0
erstaff 0 0 1 0
Totals '33 14 15 80
• COBowaY .11 14 19 17-61
- Lone Dei -21 13 19 25-03
- -
Oglieselly Clatelt78
FLASHY 'RASH FORWARD - Senior forward Barry Tidwell of
the 'Rash drives down the lane ageless Marc Darnell (SO) of
the Lakers. TidweN, playing his sisalkilliont bollgame, fired
in 23 points in pocky tam Oak as ika Potpie Flash upped their
season mark to 14-1.
-Or
Men Phierse.bg Ikuldea)
ANY individual dumping refuse in ANY
container (cans or dumpsters) other
than their own, within the city limits
will be liable- to a $50.00 fine upon
conviction.
The dumpsters at businesses
throughout the city are purchased by
those businesses for THEIR use ONLY.
Nanny Sanitation Dipartment
PICK YOUR SIZE-PICK YOUR PRICE
‘Power Streak' 78
-r
Polyester Cord Body • Smooth Ride
5 60-15 or A211-13 DI/bewail. plus
61 63 of 33 44 Fvf awd - -
WHITEWALLS ONLY





- Pi"F t T and
eld tire
578-13 123.50 51.72
E711.14 $25.50 52 03
F713-13 1140.00 $226
G76-14,.. $31.50 . 12 42
in2t-14 .... Ala.°, 11_60. 
G7e-15 1132.50 $245
1-y78-15 , $35.0e _ $265
Two Sturdy Fiberglass Belts
Whitewalls
28













078-35. $37.00 $2 55
1178-15 1139.00 12 77




plus $I 99 F E T and








ER78.14 1131.00 r $240
GN78-15 , 1149.00 12 75
HR713-15 573.00 .3343 .
LR78-I5 $71.00 $3 34
PAIN CHECK - If we sell out of yOur size we will issue you • rain check, 'assuring future delivery al the advertised price
GOOD VAWES ON:1410_-_ SLE-SERVICE• •
LUBE & OIL CHANGE
UP TO 5 QUARTS MAJOR
BRAND 10/30 GRADE OIL
• Complete chassis lubriAtion
and oil change • Helps protect
parts ensures smooth. quiet per-
formance • Includes light trucks
• Please phone for
appointment
Just Say 'Charge It'
Use any of these 7 other ways In Puy Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Pitster
Charge • Banallnverheard • American Eipress Card • Carte Blanche
• Diners Club • Cash
Sc. Your Indepeadent DealerIor Nis Price and Credit Texas.
Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores In All Oommu.
niters Served By This Newspaper, Services Not Available
At Starred Locations.
tAvr. R. Cartwright







• Inspect and rotate all 4 tires • Adiust
caster, camber, 8 toe-in to manufactur-
ers specifications. • Inspect steeling
and susp-ension components • Road
test car • Ex.cludes
front-wheel drive cars.
Parts extra if needed
Most U.S some foreign cars'
(depending on melte)
ENGINE TUNE-UP
SAVES GAS, GIVES FAST
STARTS IN ANY WEATHER
• Electronic engine, starting, and charging system
analysis • Install new points, piugs, condenser •
Set dwell and Wile engine to specifications- • Adiust
cerbweter for fuel economy • Caws with,air con-
ditioning $2 rnore • Includes Oats," Ow Ynnota
and light trucks
Price includes parts and labor
$4 less for electronic ignition
G ODiriEniR
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Mews: 7:30 A.M. until 6:011 P.M. Deily • Own Meet *Atli 1:00 ILIA
Mgr. T. Yersekin • Mgr. I. Witte
315W. Broadway 600 Jefferson
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• TOO CLOSE - 'Jeff imam (30) of the Marshals is a bit toe
close as he divas a feel here as Howard Bowie gas up for the
shot. Brenda scored. 14 for the Marshals while Bootie teased
fror-Miiiiiy 160: 
_ „
Joe Namath To Coac
Gilliam Scores 30 In 68-63 Win
ers Get Revenge
By Edging Marshals
By KEVINYENICK -`• Boone contributed ten points, troubl
e. Brad Taylor ran a Miller. "I think we are going
Ledger & Times Sportswriter Perry had 12, and Ed Har- f
antastic offense and we had a to have an unusually good
court added eight more from typical great game out of Ed district tournament," he
._ The Murray High Tigers the field. . . _Harcourt," he added. added.
pulled an upset victory awards came back ti The _ _ _ a _ Murray has a . tottereal 
Tuesday night against Mar- the second period of action cliff hanger as the Marshals schedule this weekend as they.
shall County as they sqdeaked when forward-Jeff Copeland rallied and Copeland came travel to Wickman County
by the Marshals 68-63. put forth a super effort and through for them again and Friday night and host mighty
Then- Marshals came. tho scored 12 of its n points :to scored- six- quick points to Mayfield Saturday -night. It.
Murray after defeating shave the Murray High lead to bring them in striking- will be interesting to see how
Calloway County twice this four points at halftime. The distance at 57-65 with 4:37 left Murray fares against SOARING ED HARCOURT gees in for we ef hle her field
season and Murray High ence score was 3541-at--the. break, __inthe_contest. Gilliam scored Mayfield who
 also defeated seek Is the eider over, Minite
by a 13-point margin. 
l
Tiger coach Cary Miller two for Murray only to be Marshall recently! Murray 
- cmitT-. The Nora lobed
Marshall County coach Flick commented, "We played countered by two by the 
will take a 7-7 mark into the r•v"'" ̀"` 
ii wilmir 
61/43wI,ever Marshals.
'.Leeper was surprised, by the much better: -been MaNhals' Chris Orr. ' game-
strength of The Murray team. playing better every game • After a timeout by Murray
"They just seemed un- and we are running our pat- with 2:00 left on the clock, the
stoppable. We tried terns well. Vie-hail a couple of Tigers went into their "delay" IC,4'Priandotit
everything we had but they denfensive lapses; but, of.- game and steadily pulled Brandon
Just kept coming," Coach fensively we did what we ahead to win the game, 68-63. caPPs
Leeper said.




4 5 4 13
7 0 4 14
4 0 1 5
1 0 1 2
1 is 0 2
0020
time in showing Marshall basketball lovers delight as way we played. am disap- Totals 25 13 16 ta
the two bottled fiercely pointed that we lost of course. -County what. they were in for arm Web
rsa 
fg pf mas they immediately gained and although apparently We executed well. They just Kuve  
ft
o 0 2
control of the boards and evenly matched the Tigers outplayed us," Leeper added. Swift 0 2 3 2
cOnslatenttY -Penetrated' the rithtlaged- tO'• Stretch •thetr--------,m1e4Eidommi".11411114 -r-r-----'3. 4 4 
1-0
-_
Marshals' defense. With precarious lead by one point to We've worked super hard in nareourt 4 0- 1Perry 5 2 4 12
excellent passing and good the end the quarter at 49-46. practice and put out a special Gillian, 13 4 3 30
shooting from, inside and Although both teams had 30 effort. I hope and believe that Totals 26 12 118 21
----01.404der-44te---T-itere---welle--rebeends7--bierray eutairet----this-ta-sit indication-el bitter-41cl=  
1i 17 15' 17-63 '
30 15 if 11=116-- -
leading at the end of the first Marshall County by hitting 28 things to come," said Coach Preliminary: Murray 57-46
Dunn 
wanted to do." Marihgl coach Leeper said, Orr 
And Teach . . . In Movie period by six points at 2044. of 54 from the field while their
By WILL GRIMSLEY
Ap Special Correspondent
NEW YORK ( AP) - Hey,
all you hero worshipers, the
next time you see Joe Nafnath
be_probably wilLbe Standing in
front of- a classroomwith
chalk in hand Or in a 'gym
blowing a whistle at a. bunch of
scampering kids..
Can you visualize pra
football's most celebrated
_quarterback, the swinger with.
the full length mink coat and
rffa. a high school
teacher and high • SChd01•
coach? - -
That he confides, is his
propsective next step now that
he has retired,from football.,
But it's not for real. It's
something that can be found in -
the heagl of one of those
Hollywood producers.
"I'm making a pilot for a
television series," Joe
explained. "Shooting starts
next week. The script calls for
,me to be a teacher and a
coach. I've always thought I
would like to be a teacher."
It's what they call in the
trade a sit-corn, or situation
comedy. If it clicks, Broadwai
Joe will be seen in one of those
weekly half-hour series. He
will become a rival of
!.;yielcome Back Kotter" and
Fonzie in "Happy Days."
This Is. the sort of priceless
information one gets when he
is -snowbound b.l.. the fiercest
blizzard to strike the East
Coast in 30 years.
Turn a TV knob and there is












SENIOR . . .
Willie Perry was sudden opponents managed to sink
death on rebounds as he only 25 of 61 attempts at the
Arlidge's crack- sports corps dominated the defensive basket. By The Associated Press
at ABC, interviewing the boards for Murray High and "Frank Gilliam had a real EAST
former Super Bowl Hero in his Frank Gilliam led them in fine game with 30 points and Clanon 78, Edinboro 68
Los Angeles apartment. scoring with 30 points in the Willie Perry was right in there Delaware Vly at FDLI-Maili-
Nemeth besides Selling . of contest. _ for us," said Coach Miller. son, ppd.,. MOW. r
Is - inifnediate_ Wks. Two othef ligers scored. in "Howard Boone did a good lob Kean at Jersey City ppd.:
reiterated his aim to make it double figures center Howard for us in spite of some foul snow
in show business. Massachusetts at Rutgers,
"There are so many people •. ppd., snow.
who can at better than I Medgar Evers at Upsala,
tan," he admitted, "but I will
work hard." .
Marchiano asked Namath
when he actually decided that
will net play any more after
e-1977 season. - -
"About six weeks into the
season," said the 11-year
veteran who lost his quar-
teback job to Pat Haden, I was
standing around at practice.'
doing nothing. I. wasn't con-
tributing anything."
"What will you miss most?"
the sportscaster asked.
"The people - I will miss
the people I've been around,"
Namath replied.
_
"What will you miss. the
least?".
"The press," Joe said
sourly. He gave the im-
pression he wanted to spit.
Aw, c'mon Joe that's a
disillusioning legacy to leave
us.
"What do you mean,
press" - every guy who
crowded around your locker
during those glory years with
the Jets, every guy who dared
ask a question, ridiculous or
legitimate?
You paint with a broad
crush. •
Experience has shown there
is a certain immaturity -
often a paranoia or complex -
about a celebrityaor superstar
who whines about -per-
secution of the press." "
It may be fashionable
Hollywood, it may be smart
for the jet-set, but it behooves
an athlete who is hoisted to
fame and fortune through
public exposure.
. . . who's watching that school calendar? If you are.
You Probably luxzw that time's flying. And before you
know it, you'll have that diploma inhand. Then what?
That's not the time to start looking for ajob or thinking
about college. The time to do those things is now. And
you can assure yourself an opportunity to do both by
reservingyVoli with the Unit,. States At Force
its Delayed Enlistment Program. When you do, you're
assuring yourself of an excellent salary. . . the oppor-
tunity to work tcivard a 2-year associate degree &rough
the Community College of the Air Force . some of
, the finest technical training in the nation . . advanced
education opportunities . . and much, much more
Findout today about the Air Force's Delayed Enlistment
Program by contacting s




Mercyhurst 80, Gannon 66
Morgan St at Robert Morris,
ppd. snow
St. John's at Rhode Island,
cancelled
fot.• Peters at Iona, ppd.
snow
Yale at Brown, ppd., snow
SOUTH -




Berea 84, Georgetown, Ky.
78
Elon 80, Mars Hill 62
Glenville 71, Davis & Elkins
52
Guilford Col 92, Lenoir
Rhyne 88
Hampden-Sydney 88, E
Mennonite 86, 2 OT
King, Tenn. 64, Emory &
Henry 47
Lee Col 79, Tenn. Temple 74,
OT
Louisville 115, Thiene 86




Norfolk St 87, Fayetteville
St 85
GREAT NIGHT - Frank Gillian (52)40 the Tigers had e greet N Caro Ada' 76, N Caro Cen-
night 'gaud the Marshals Yeesdeg as be finished with 30 tral 71 -
points llwegh dui inside is bottled top, Gahm still seseeges N Caro-wibnifirtn 74 S Caro-
work his way ender here for two points. line St 72
owl pfroy;$ 
by
 goyim peda, Shepherd 72, Salisbury St 69
' So Benedictine 52, Mon-
' tevallo 50
Tusculum 82, Clinch Vly 70
Virginia St 96, J.C. Smith 84
Virginia Union 98 St. Augus-
tine's 97
'William & Mary 70, Navy 62




'AuguNtSrilret, N Central 69
Bethel, Ind. 68, Ft Wayne
Bible 47
Bradley 98, Butler 82
Cedarville 77, Urbana 60




DePaul 83, Duquesne 58
zone 61, Dana 52
Friends 82, Bethel 76
Goshen 90, Marion 73
Grace 71, Indiana Tech 70„
OT
Hoisting,- 81, Midland 68
Hiram 53, John Carroll 49
Huntington 71, St. Francis,
Ind 70
Illinois Weal 78, Elmhurst 47
Kan Newman 86, St. Mary of
. Plains 66
Kenyon 78, Mount Union 77,
_4 OTManchester 89, WihninAton
83
mareisette 82, Creighton 57
maryeraat, Iowa 44, Eureka
43
Ws-Kansas City 77, W. Jew-
ell 60 '
THUD - Jeff Copeland eats his shot lamed by Bred Yeyler p N Michigan 70, Michigan
end Copeland also gets his heed haeolowl on * play. NeIgielp Tech 65, U-1
defense Copeland is hank Mew 452) of die Tigers. •- Ohio Dominican 93, Mount




Park 82, Baker 69
Ripon 93, Milton 86
Rockhurst 68, Emporia St.
67
Rose Hulman 7% Hanover 67
"Sinclair 72, Vincennes 70
• Tabor 72, SW Kruisas.71
Tr -St -68, Spring Arbor 64,
Wabash 84, Marian, Ind. 66
Walsh 93, -Geneva 19, 2. OT
Westminster 62, Cent
Methodist 61




Ark-Pine Bluff 75, Gram-
bling St 72, OT
Baylor 70. Houston 69
Texas Se 111 Paul Quinn 64




Colorado Col 90, Western St
80
Colorado Mines 87, Rock-
mont 64
George Fox 84, Willamette
78, OT






CHICAGO - Eddie Banks,
father of Hail of Faint
baseball player Ernie Banks,
died Tuesday in Dallas, the
Chicago Cubs office an-






















'esrs Authonteg antaIlers can'filt evely
corner of vour attic •
Installation Warranty
Should woriErnenship prove
,aulty *Ohm on• year of in-
stallation Sears will, upon
no? C • Iron, you. C mute Such




























FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES
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Special Districts BillGets Out Of Cominittoe
FRANKFORT, Ky. (Al') -
An omnibus special districts
bill finally made it out of a
House committee, but it still
Ktt-Cmpts to amend it on
the floor.
The Counties and Special
Districts Committee Tuesday
reported out substitute aimed
at eliminating some of the
complaints against the long-




arose at the-hearing from Jek.1,
ferson County's volunteer fire
departments.
Dennis ,Clare, a lawyer
representing Jefferson
County's 19 volunteer fire
districts, said he was afraid
the volunteer commitment to
community f,ire departments
would wane if control over the
districts were transferred
from local boards to county
fiscal courts.
Rep. Al Bennett, D-
Louisville, wanted to delay
committee action on the bill
until he could offer an
amendment to exempt the
Jefferson County fire pro-
tection districts. He said he
will still present the amend-
ment on the floor.
An amendment will also be
filed by Rep. Lewis Foster, 0-
Lewisburg. It would exempt
library districts from the
measure.
Libraries have offered the
most vocal complaints against
the bill, which would consoli-
date state laws regarding spe-
cial service districts id
would vest more control over
them with local governments.
The committee substitute
approved Tuesday provides
that a library district-cannot
be disgolved;- merged or
Altered by a county fiscal
court without the approval of
the state librarian.
Librarians had expressed
fears about the authority
given fiscal courts in the




alteration," said the come
mittee chairman, Rep. Mark
Fitzgerald, D-Cynthiana. "I
think it is the ultimate
safeguard we could. put in the
bill."
Although Marco Polo in-
troduced spaghetti to Europe in
the form of Chinese noodles
during the latter part of the
_L3th century, the tomata ,the
necessary ingredient for its
companion sauce - took two
more centuries to arrive from
the New World.
SERVES AS PAGE-Jimmy
West, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe D. West of Murray, will
serve as page for Senator
Richard Weisenberger in the
Kentucky State Senate on
Feb 13 and 14. Pages receive
a brief training course on the
procedures on the floor and
also an acti,ve page cer-
tificate. jimmy will be ac-
companied to Frankfort by
his parents who will receive
a floor pass in the chamber
and each of them will be in-
troduced to members of the
senate. Jimmy is an honor
student at Murray Middle
School and is a member of








The changed bill would also
exempt soil conservation dis-




The omnibus bill, which now
goes to the floor of the House,
provides uniform, procedures
for formation and disolution of
Weciardstricts now covered
in 27 different statutes. and annual audits of the
It also provides for fiscal districts.
court approval of any new The bill provides that ser-
special district, and requires vice charges or assessments
uniform budgets and accounts by special districts would be
subject to review bz fiscal_
courts.
Existing special districts
would be exempt from ap-
proval by fiscal courts if they
do not attempt to expand on
their existing powers. They
would have to draft a charter,
however, and file it with the
county clerk.
' Special districts provide a
variety of services such as
water, flood control, garbage
 disposal, hospitals, drainage 
aria-imbulance sertice, with
some of the districts having
the authority to levy taxes.
This is a very needed bill,"
Fit zger al d said . 'Special' dis-
tricts now spend more money
than a majority counties
and cities. This is a vehicle to
provide accounthbdity .as far- J-





Now In Progress! 




WE WILL HOLD OUR ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 19th
FROM 1 P.M. TIL 6 P.M.:- LIVE MUSIC, FREE PRIZES --
REFRESHMENTS DON'T YOU DARE MISS IT! FEB. 19th 6 P.M.
GOT TO GO 120 PIECES
THE FLOOR PLAN IS UP
QUASAR TELEVISION AND
KELVINATOR APPLIANCES





























EXTRA SPECIAL BUY (I ON1 Y)
SALE PR
REGISTER FOR A ii&W
QUASAR PORTABLE TN.
TO BE GIVEN AWAY ABSOLUTELY I
FREE SUN., FEB. 19th AT 6 P.M.
No Purchase Necessary—You Do Not Have To Be Present To Win


























SOLID STATE REG $399.00
SALE PRICE























SALE PRICE'49I E 
°° '4490' $31900 $19900 $29900
JAMISON BEDDING SALE
SPECIAL PURCHASE-FIRM, EXTRA FIRM SETS-SAVE UP TO *100" PER SET
MEDIUM FIRM SETS FROM 869.95 EACH PIECE—EXTRA FIRM SETS FROM $79.95 EACH PIECE SATEEN
AND DAMASK COVERS — FORMERLY WERE 8129.95 EACH PIECE --, NO MIS-MATCHES—THIS
























Dark Cabinet --Solid State
(4 Only) - While They Lost






















































DINING ROOM & BEDROOM
TABLES -- IN COLLECTORS
FINISH &CANDLELIGHT
GOOD SELECTION
OUR NI* SPRING MERCHANDISE WILL BE 0.1 1)1SP1 SOOV.'
FINANCING AlilLABLE
MARKET FURNITURE
Geraldine and Terry ykes, M — Mike S•kes. Salesman
414 North Market St. - Paris. Tenn. Phone 642-6996
PAOt TUE MURRAY, Ky., I.EDOIR aTIMIS, lbeersoday, February 8, 1978
• I •
C3C3C3QQQC7C7C) FOR VALHI:Fillet's DAY! Q C2 Q C7'C?'Q 









































Given Away Each Week
Regitteraach tins
we in the eta, efor the
*100 given away each wash
Last Week's Marie lifirrison
Winner 416 S. 2nd
*Nothing to Bay *No Cards To Punch *All You Do Is
Register Each lime You Are in The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. in. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
.Employees of Flutters and their Families not eligible to win. .Adults
only may register. .You do not have to be present to win.
PRODUCE
Fresh Crisp
flyde Park w.  beyWonder
  —4- — Carrots 
Corn Mu es -Atargarine
Solids 
$ 00 












Downtown Shopping Center HOURS: 7 a. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.













Families are needed in this
Urea to host English-speaking-
Eurcipean teachers as guests
---- in their homes for a one or two
week period this`surnrner it
was announced by The
American Host Foundation.
American Host is the only
non-profit, non-governmental
program designed to show the
American way of life to
European teachers*. pairing
them with American families.
fe is a nationwide home
hospitality program which is
endorsed by the Department
of State.
Now in its seventeenth year,
American Host has opened the
doors to better understanding
teacher who have passed on
their new understanding to
their _students, friends and
colleagues when they ritve
returned to their homelands.
Being a Hog Family is open
to anyone who has the desire
to increase understanding and
friendship between Europeans
for more than ten thousand and Americans. Host Families
English-speaking European are required to pro-yide a




















Box of 100 Pockets
Afrin Nasal
• Spray






plivate room and meals tar. portunity F!ó1t tivitie may write: American
their guest and to give the.. least &month prior talkie/Asti: -Most . -_Progrszn, 12747
guest the opportunity to meat Anyone interested fiXeiricirlliors Street, Garden
friends and neighbors and to Host Family or learning more Grosie, California- 92640; 
seelocal sights of interest. about the Foundation's ac- Telephone: 714) 5374711.
American Host Foundation
arranges all transportation,
but Host Families are asked to
meet their guest upon arrival
M their area. vianirs:ne
"Win Families have 'VW oti-




























Children's Boxed Valentine Cords
Nice Selection
Also Individual Cords
Helps stop the greosies. Regelor, Ertrs 0.1! 11









Tuesday's advertisement • should have. . _
read—
All accounts' are 'nuked Up to $40,000
• and interest is compounded -daily -from
date of deposit: to date of vaithdinwal.
CORRECrON
SECURITY FEDERAL

















hat. dry, chopped, eskedbented lips
Gooks of Rorie. Cherry Mist, Grupo
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Louisvillians Going
'Shark ' Mad
1.0U1SVII.I.E, Ky. rAP) —
The snow sharks are gone,
probably headed for 'the
Northeast and a blizzard that
offers better hunting.
They drove everyone -in this
town shark-raving mad,
including Gary Burbank who
inycnted thetn— ,
The sharks „always show up
station, WHAS, gave away
10,000 bumper stickers,
reading, '.'Caution: I brake-for
snow sharks,"
People have called in to
report that _hundreds of cars
were off the sides of the road
with teeth marks on their
tires.
"One guy told me he was
40111 ../1!y  _storm  and_driying_his _Monarch and he_
Burbankre7,1"-aa—laii—a snow shark coming and
_ his _listeners, "never go jumped out just in time,';
sledding after major surgery. Burbank said. "The snow
shark swallowed his car and
dropped dead. Meraury
poisoning."
A little girl telephoned and
explained how to catch snow
sharks with a tunafish san-
dwich, a pair of binoculars, a
pair of tweezers and a pickle
jar.
You, _throw _the, tunefish
sandwich into a shark-infested
snow bank, look at the sharks
through tSe wrong end of the
binoculars, pick them up with
the tweezers and put them in
the jar.
Other listeners Carrie up
withokes - • '
-Whys don't snow sharks
appear on game Shows? They
would stump all the
contestants."
And:
"One snow shark asked
another. 'Who was that lady I
saw you with last night?' And
the first snow shark replied,
'That was no lady. That was
my dinner." _
Or:
"Did you hear about the
snow shark who ate his
Mother-in-law and found out
that ite Still. di kagseed with.
himr"
Another question:
- "What happens when you
cross an elephant and a snow
shark? I don't know but when
you walk behind it, be sure to
carry a big shovel." ,
Burbank said he got onecall
from a woman in Atianta, who
wanted to know if it was safe
to Walk her dog. -
"I .advise d her to wear a
Sharkskin suit. They'll \ think
4' you're one of them."
"If you're iu the yard and
- think you see 'a snow shark,
point the part of your body you
most value toward the house."
Burbank also soggested it's
a good idea to "walk in snow
with a fat person or a skinny
bleeder. The shark will go for
them first."
- The whole -tijing, whish.
began about three -weeks ago,
has snowballed.




Final_ rites for jack W.
Attkisson of Murray Route Six
are being held today at two
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. L. E. -Moore of-
ficiating and the Warren Trio
providing the music and song
service.
Active pallbearers_ are Bill
Joe Lovett, Howard Johnson,
Euclid Brown, Bert Garland,
Jr., Joe Beldier, and Richard_
Crysler. Honorary pallbearers
are Dr. John Quertermous,
Grover Lovett, gill Moffett,
Rufe Burkeen, Sr., Elroy
Warren, and -Paul Purvis:
Burial will be in the Unity
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Mr. Attkisson, ige 85, died
Monday at --tITIP Murray-
-CallowaN-County Hospital. He
is survived by his wife,
Dorothy, mother-in-law, Mrs.
Agnes M. Maier, and sister-in-
law, Mr. Patricia Maier. Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
February 8,1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. SW Est. 585 Barrows &
Gilts .50 higher Sows steady- .50 lower
US 1-2 200.230 lbs 847.00-47.50
US 14 300-2401bs M6.50-47,00
US 2-4 240-260 lha 845.50-46.50
US 3-4200-200 lbs. $44.50-45.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-3501bis.  $39.00-40.00
US 1-2 300-5001W $38.0049.00
US 1-2 450-50011a
US 1-2500450 lbs... 842.0043.00 few 4330
US 24 301350010a  *3800-39.00
Boers 27.50-31.00
Stock Market
Prices ol stocks of local interest at
noon tiday furnished to the Ledger &































One  Of His to. 's Worst
unc y • I • I. •
Associated Press Writer
The Northeast was trying to
dig out from under mountains
of snow and clean up flooded
areas today, but life was still
far from normal for millkins
of people as transportation
2141 +44 and business remained
21, -46 -snarled. - ---
Federal troops were
into Massachusetts, Cati
oecticut and Rhode Island,
declared federal emergency
areas by President Carter in
rune the wake of the snowstorm464s 14; . .
which swept from Maryland
4144 um and Delaware, up the coast
9  39 AI
zips through New Hampshire and
26'4 
4734i +ks 
-̀ 1 into Vermont on Monday and
1144 +3, Tuesday, bringing more than 2
feet of snow and hurricane-20unc
184 -i-As
139s As
Prices of stall of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of




Kimberly Clark  
Union Carbide








za% +4, force wind to some areas.
The toll of storm-related 3441
 '32v. + deaths throughout the area
near 50. ousanas were
homeless because of flooding;
conuouter rail and bus service




power blackout in Boston and
some looting added to the
trouble caused- by the Snow,
were closed on orders of the
governor. Non-emergency--
traffic was banned on all state
highways from, .Roston.
miles west to Worcester.
Anyone walking or driving on
a state highway faced arrest
for trespass.
Motorists found to be on the
road in Connecticut for non-
emergency reasons during the
morning were ticketed by
state • and local police; 80
,persons in Bridgeport alone
wete cltelt The ban wä s ex-
Rep. Kenny Imes' Bill Would
Centralize Auto Registration
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Although the idea of a uniform
automobile registration law
has met with consistent
failure. in Kentucky, another
attempt to enact such a law is
being made in the 1976
General Assembly.
Rep. Louis Guenthrier, R-
-Louisville, told a news confer-
ence Tuesday he thinks there
is ample time this session to
get the bill passed. He added
the measurehas been changed




Otould use a computer link
with a Transportation
Department office in Frank-
fort to file the registrations
into a central computer.
Registrations would be
issued to the automohile
owner_ thiough the Frankfort
office, but a car dealer tem-
porarily registering a vehicle
would be able to get an Im-
mediate carbon copy from the
clerk.
A prime objection to a sim-
ilar measure that passed the
House during the last two Leg-
islatures but died in a Senate
committee has been made by
auto dealers, who felt they
would be tied down too long in
receiving title to a car before
they could sell it.
Kentucky is the last state in
the nation without a cen-
tralized system of registering
motor vehicles and Rep.
Kenny Imes, D-Murray, who
P. N.IIIRSCH a CO..
VESTED INTEREST
IN 3 AND 4 PC. SUITS
THE YERSATIll QUARTETTE
You get the most for your money .. a
whole wardrobe' You con mix it up 4
different ways_ Classic styling, too. in
woven Polyester twill and tailored
to perfection,
Center vent blazer locket with brass buttons
flop patch pockets Vest-reverses
check 2 pairs of slacks, 1 in solid color
t in check pattern







Definitely dressy 3 piece suit for any occosion
s. Tastefully styled in Polyester Rayon worsted
stripes Or plaid patterns to suit your fancy
Superbly ft:1.10...d 2 button iodic', has
notched lapels flop pockets gently





NO CHARGE FOR OUR LAYAWAY PLAN!








would also eventually result In
lowered interest rates on auto
loans and lowered automobili
insurance premiums by
reducing the potential for
theft.
"This is the most effective
_way _to prove_ ownership and
this is the most effective way
for police to deal with theft,"
added Guenttmer, who spon-
sored the unsuccessful 1974
and 1976 bills.
Attempts have been made
for the past22 years to adopt
a centralized motor vehicle
registration law in Kentucky.
Guenther and Imes bill
would become effective July 1,
1981, and would begin with
1982 model cars.
Under the bill, a person reg-
istering a car would have to
provide its year, make and
identification number, from
whom it was purchased and
the names of any lienholders.
That information would be
is co-sponsoring the bill with
Guenthner, said the state has
become a dumping ground for
stolen cars.
"I feel this, title registration
would enable the Kentucky
State Police to be more
responsible and give them a
better way to track stolen
autos," Imes said.
forwarded by the county court
clerk, through a computer ter-
minal, to the state Depart-
ment of Transportation, which
would check the vehicle's
identification number against
a record of stolen vehicles.
The official title would then
be issued by -the Tran-
sportation Department.
Imes said he thought-the bill- ' Currently, the county court
clerk issues the title at the
time a person registers his.
ear, and the information is
mailed to Frankfcrt and hand




public radio station, WKMS-
FM, will hold an open house in
its studios on the campus
Friday, Feb. 10; in conjunction
with its "Soundfest 7W' fund-
rasing campaign. _ , _
Bruce Smith, station
manager, said the public is
invited to visit the station on
the sixth floor of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center bet-
ween land 8 p. m. to see the
facilities, meet the staff, enjoy





Two members of the
Calloway County American
Agriculture Movement are
now in Washington, D. C.
working as lobbyists for the
farm moyement.
The two men, Bobby Kemp
and Johnny Williams, will
remain in Washington
throughout the week talking to
- urban senators and
congressmen.
A large number of farmers
from all parts of the nation are
working in some capacity in




Graves County is the elected
state delegate along with two
alternates, Tim Mobley from
Logan County and Don
Kenady from Christian
County. One or more of these
men are working full time in
Washington. The state ahd
national offices of the
American Agriculture
Movement will remain open
until favorable legislation is
passed according to a
spokesman.
In Kentucky there are 32
American -Agriculture
Movement offices. These are
mostly located in the western
part _of the state. One up-
coming event that will be
sponsored by these offices is
the opening of an American
Agriculture Movement Booth
at the Farm Machinery Expo
and Tractor Pull to be held in
Louisville beginning February
15. The purpose of this booth
will be to provide information
to the general public about
current farm issues.
The Calloway County farm
movement organization, is
expected to meet next week
after Kemp and Williams
return from Washington, but
an exact date for the meeting
has not been set, according to
a spokesman.
Special Clearance
12" Black & White TV tom,
19" Color TV
Console Stereo AM fl4 fisso1101
Stereo Components






25" Combination Color TV & Stereo
(hoe) 'Tat 111 lamest+ or OH V)
hi SIM. 82250" 1-
E-Z MONTNLY PAYMENTS
_
1 6 B MUSIC-MAGNAVOX
Chestnut SI 7-534575 Murriy,*114.
ted' to end at noon.. Post
offices in the state were open,
but all banks, state (*Demand
schools were closed again.
The huge snowdrifts
hampered travel, even for the
troop. Crew's at Logan
International Airport in
_Boston were tutu to get °De
runway open by noon so Army
planes could land; the airport
was' not expected to- be open
for regular traffic until
_Thursday. .
Off the shore, the Coast
Guard planned to evacuate 32
men from an on tinker
grounded near Salem, Mass.
Fiye men on board a pilot boat
sent to aid the tanker on
Tuesday were feared lost.
The first detachment of 30
men arrived in Rhode Island
shortly after 10 a.m., with 300
to 500 tps Ate- durinirthe
day.
Some 600 Army troops from
a National Guard armory in
Stratford used 180 pieces of
equipment' to try to dig out
parts of Connecticut this.
morning rning._ _ State helicopters
searched for motorists on
unplowed, secondiry roads,
blocktd by drifts reported to
near 18 feet.
While the East tried to cope
with snow, the West Coast
faced more rain Another
wave of Pacific storms bat-
tered r the coast of Northern
California . early today and
began moving south. Flood
warnings were issued for
three northern California
rivers. -
High tides in the San
Francisco Bay area on
Tuesday sent water crashing.
over a 12-foot dike onto the
runwsys of Fremont Airport.
An airport spokesman said
water levels on the runways
ranged from 6 inches to 2 feet;
about 80 planes parked at the
facility were sitting in writer.
Bad weather, including cold
and snow, plagued other, parts
of the country as well; but the
Northeast was hit hardest, .
An Air Force spokesman in
New yorli- said more than 6
million pounds of snow
removal equipment and 1,000
Aroepty would be airlifted into
New England, Mainly from
Robert Gray Airfield, Texas.
He said arrival times
depended on runway con-
ditions.
The dollar toll of the storm
has not been counted, but is
expected to run into the tens of
millions of dollars. "It will
take some time to get a
detailed assessment of the
damages," said Col. Sohn
Parker, who commanded
about 115 National Guard-
smen called to special duty in
the Rye-Hanipton area of New
Hampshire, where the 18-mile
coastline was lashed with
record high tides and
litifricatie-fOrce Winds.
Funding...
(Continued From Page 1)
Jeffrey said that although
the impact of the bonus loss
may not be as _great on the
Murray system as the county
system, "well have to look at




raiset, utilities, are things we
need to cover. If our ADA
(average daily attendance )
drops, we'll lose money,"
Jeffrey said: Jeffrey said the
city school system will also be
faced next year with paying
some 17 teacher salary in-
creases. The city school
system- has 17 school teachers
over the number specified
under Department_ tf
Education guidelines. These
additional teachers, he said,
enables the city system to
have enrichment classes
beyond the normal run-of-the-
mill classes.
Rose said nelexpects tO meet
with a member of the
governor's staff this week to
discuss' the loss of the bonus
unit situation.
both superintendents say




also talking of not eliminating
the system all of a sudden, but
phasing. it out over four years.
• LAKE DATA
-Kentucky Lake, 7 am. 354.2,
down 0.3.
Below dam 320.0,4:Worn 2.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m.
up 0,3.
.Below dam124 .4, down 2.t







- I 97c. Coupon
I
t ALUMNI° BATTERY
:The longest lasting battery of its kind .
lin the Eyeready line. H3/5228P
I Wahost--1 59






ground and polished to sat* fm-
isk. Float-treated jaws.
(A) IX Lan Noss. 03,192-8'
(11) r Diagonal. 03190-5




Use to level appliances. pic-
twe frames, etc. Has both level
and plumb vials. 05/MML-5






Change your oil now and
save_ Keep a quart- or two
with you on the road, too.
Heavy-duty motor oil is per-
fect for all climates, all
seasons. 01/10W40
UNIT: ONE PER ADULT CUSTOMER. 5
Reverses to drive and
remove screws Variable
speed to suit the job. Center
locking button. Double in-
sulated. ki-hp, 0-1200 rpm.
UL listed. 01/7117
For all your plumbiag supplies p to yowl (1) fiseresesat
True Value Hardware Store. Bright Stik
Ledge Mount Kitchen Faucet
Stainless steel over brass body. Renew-




For chargingrth 6-volt and 12-volt bat-
tees. '49 
O
recharge an average battery
in 5 to 14 hrs. Automatic circuit breaker
and selector switch for voltage change
09/2522-04.18.77
4.emp 09/2522-05 21.77
10..". 09/2522-06 .... 28.77
Provides effective heat ap-















Dr. Peggy Ransom, a
nationally:recognized reading
consultant from Ball State
University, Muncie, Ind., will
be the featured speaker for the
3rd annual Robert F. Alsup
Distinguished Lecture and
workshop at Murray State
University Feb. 10 and
The current director -GM*
federally-funded Right- to
Read projects for teachers
education at Ball State, Dr.
Ransom also is executive
secretary of the Indiana State
Council of the International
Reading Association. She was
named to that position in 1968
and the first to hold it.
- two-day program Is
tufined for Dr. Robert Ir. Ksup,
who served as director of the
Division of Reading at Murray
State before his retirement in
1976. This year's theme is
"Parents and Reading."
Dr. Ransom, one of the first
women to be initiated into the
formerly all-nWe Phi Delta
Kappa, will lecture twice
during the workshop.
At 7 p.m., Thursday, Feb.
10, she will speak on "En-
couraging Children to Read."
Of3111111LX111 be In the
lecture hall on the second floor
of the Special Education
Building, and will be followed









Friday, Feb. 11, Dr. Ran-
som will be the speaker at a 12
noon luncheon at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord, 641
North. Her topic will be
"Reading is the Family."




University; -J. Keith Pack,
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.;
Judy Thomas, Davies County
schools.
Also, State Rep. Kenneth
Imes, Murray; Mrs. Dorothy
M. Byrn, Murray; Barbara
Worthen, Paducah In-
dependent- -schools ; Jean
-Groteit, 7-11to-plitte County
schools; and Dr. Charles May,
chairman of the Department
of Child Studies of the
University.
They will lead discussions
on such topics as:
Encouraging childreoteread;
reading. in a filthily; how a
child learns-to read; do's and-
dont's for parents; parental
assistance with tests and
materials; helping children to
succeed in reading; and team
approaches to efferAlve 
reading.
The full conference
registration fee of $11.50 in-
cludes all activities, although
tickets may be puichased
individually for any 4 the
sessions as well as the km-
cheon. Proceeds from the
program are used to fund




be obtained by contacting Dr.
Yan"Cey Watkins, Department
of Special Education, Murray
qv:1)p University, Murray ,Ky.
42071. The telephone number
is 762-2854.
Conference hi_ Chicago
When the 13th annual
meeting of the National
Council of Administrators of
Home Economics convenes
Feb. 15 in the Pick Congress
Motel In Chicago, presidibg_
will be Dr. Aliee Koenecke,
chairman of the Department
of Home Economics at
Murray State University.
A member of the Murray
State faculty since 1960, Dr.
Koenecke was elected
president of the 450-member--
- group last year, and Will
conclude her term by
- presiding at the Chicago
meeting.
Dr. Beverly Fowler, former
chairman of the Department
nf lInme „Fennnrairs
Murray State and now at
Indiana State University at
Terre Haute, is the president-
elect and will be installed as
president at that time.
Formed in 460, the NCAHE
focuses on prohletps faced by-
home _economics ad-,_
country and seeks to help
them with solutions and in the
development of approaches
for strengthening their
programs. Its membership is
mOde up_atime geonoTics_
a dministrators -tram- the
smaller public and private
colleges and universities
across the country.
The theme of the NCAHE's
Chicago meeting is "Insights
Into Administratiok" and
during _ its three days of
sessions the topics to be
discussed will Include: Legal,
moral and ethical con-
siderations in dealing with the
law; qualities of leadership
vital to home economics
edministrators,  asser-
tiveness; and home economics
in the year 2000.
Also appearing on the
prpgram, discussing "In-
novative Interdisciplinary
Programs," will be Mrs.
; Donner Beth Downer, a
member of Ow Univensity of
Captain D's, ministrators across the Tennessee at Martin faculty.
Monday-Friday. Mum Scholarship











Murray State University for
incoming music .students in
the fall of 1978 have been set
for .,Feb. 11 and March 4-5.
Dr. Roger Reich mu th ,
chairman of the Department
of Music, said eligible
students may .request an
audition of any of the three
dates. They will be notified of
an audition time upon sub-
mitting the necessary ap-
plication.
Students who audition On
Feb. 11 will be invited to be the
guests of Sigma Alpha Iota
and Phi Mu Alpha music
fraternities at the annual
"Campus Lights" musical
production on that evening.
To be eligible for a music
Scholarship, a candidate must
be a high school graduate by
next fall, must have an ac-
ceptable academic record,
and must have demonstrated
musical aptitude and the
intent to pursus a musical
degree program.
Reichmuth said applicants
and accompanists will per-
form at assigned times for the
departmental scholarship
committee. Auditions should
be no longer than seven
minutes and will be tape
recordei for further referral
by the committee.
He explained that ap-
plicants performing in more
than one medium, such as
instrument and voice, may
have up to seven minutes for
each performance.




Feb. 10-11 700 P.M.
All Endres Must Comply With 1978 NTPA Rules
West Kentucky 14ivestock Show and Exwaition Center
-Mile West of1Vlurray on College Farm n Road
Classes on Feb. 10-
5,500 lb. SS
5,000 lb. MOD.
1 truck or tractor engine & 2-4 Bbls.
9,500 lb. SS
7,000 lb. MOD.
Classes on Feb. 11
70500 lb. SS
9,500 lb. Open
12,000 F. 24.5/32 Cut Tires
12,000 lb. SS












$1.50 at the gate
an orientation is planned for
applicants and their- parents,
and campus tours and con-
ferences with faculty and
students may be arranged.. -
Anyone wishing to apply for
a music scholarship auditioh -
should write or call for a
scholarship application and an
audition arrangement form




42071. telephone (502) 762-4288.
Eagle Weekend
Slated In LBL
American bald eagles will
be the center of attention Feb.
24-26 when Lake Barkley State
Resort Park, Cadiz, sponsors_
its ninth annual Eagle
Weekend, in Western Ken-
tucky.
More than 30 bald and
golden eagles are known to be
in the Land Between the Lakes
just west of the park, and a
field trip to observe these
majestic birds is scheduled for
Saturday morning with op-
tional trips again on Sunday.
Activities begin with
registration Friday afternoon,
Feb. 24. The fee is $2.00 per
person, with an additional
$2.00 field trip registration
charge. Transportation will be
provided for the field trips.
A three-part program will
be presented Friday evening,
featuring presentations by Dr.
Jeff Lincer of Florida, for-
merly with the National
Wildlife fsederation, and U. L.
Childs of the Tennessee
National Wildlife Refuge. A
movie about the eagle will be
shown.
Following the Saturday
morning field trip, a panel
discussion will have as its




evening, Dr. Lincer will speak
on the history of the bald
eagle.
It is not necessary for in-
terested persons to stay at the
'park to participate In the
activities, but rooms are being
held for those who wish to do
so. Reservations may be made
by calling the park at (502
924-1171; or through the toll-
free central reservations
number, 1-800-372-2961 (from
any point in Kentucky).
More information on
Weekend may be obtair ,.1
from John. Rufli,
Naturalist, Lake Bark -




JAMAICA CRUSADE — These men will leave soon for Jamaica, West Indies, to conduct evangelistic crusade
meetings in nine Jamakan Baptist Churches. The crusade will be from Feb. 27 through March 6 and the men will be
working with two Jamaican pastors, the Rev. A. Oliver Fraser of Ocho Rios and Sam H. Vernon of St. Anns Bay. The
Rev. Calvin C Wilkins, pastor of the Elm Grove Baptist Church, Murray Route Six, is the crusade director, and this is
the sixth crusade to Jamaica for the Rev. Wilkins. last year he fed a crusade to the island of Trinidad, West Indies.
Pictured, left to right, are Don Phelps, New Zion Church, Benton: Doniaiii (otton, Calvary Church, filktorr Tommy
Wilhite, Locust Grove Church, Cadiz tloyd Perrin, New Hope Church, Cad ig Wayne Carter, West Fork Church,
Murray; Charlie Simmons, Pilot Oak Church, Water Valley; Calvin G Wilkins, Elm Grove Church, Murray; Bill Taylor,
Cherry Corner Church, Murray; Eugene Meadows, Bethel Church, Gilbettsville; Dr. Bill Whittaker, First Church,
Murray. These church pastors are able to go on this preaching mission because of the mission interest and mission
support of their local churches, the Rev. Wilkins said.
Merrray Ledger & Times
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IRISME l goo ot Viater
Wats /40.1.—
Ma Vila tyre allem
Regular Price
t, f_vrle Le,- handles all, Price Reduced $40 9$
PIUS a Pre Soak Instant Rebate $25005 ros,..on wnte< tow
•„, < tor 87 126 6 Total Savings $65 95
$39995 R,,gular Pace $75995
Prete Reduced $70 95




1 - 6 <yd..%
of futo,c
of 5 Temperatures for
4505 ; e • e V7 1,62 5
YOU PAY ONLY - $334.00 YOU PAY ONLY $214.00
Use Otosco
Credit
ittegultiet PriCte 3379 95
Price Reduced $30 95
Instant Rebate 575 00
Total Savings 5SS 95 - 559S
YOU OAT ONLY — $274.00
Regular Prtte $769 95
Price Reduced $2095
Instant Rebate 325 00
Total Sceris $4505 - 45 95
YOU PAY ONLY - $224 OD













































































Get upato$499back in the mail







US $1.52 REG. $1.52
BAND-AID pun PLASTIC STRIPS


















SHOP OUR JEWELRY DEPARTMENT
  FOR THE GIFT THAT LASTS
SAY-RITE CAIDIES A FINE SELECTION
OF POPULAR









With each purchase of a heart necklace from the 1928 collection,
you will receive free the newest fashion accessory, a lovely heart
stickpin. The gold tone heart necklaces are available in antique
finishes, the enameled look of cloisone, or with fashion stones, some
are lockets. Wear the stickpin to match or contrast with the
necklace, from the 1928 Jewelry Company.
This is a limited offer, available whije quantities last





















Write your own refund








FOR ANY 4 DIFFERENT FOR ANY S DIFFERENT
PROOFS - OF • PURCHASE I, PROOF S OF PURCHASE
Sent to you,Sy mail when you submit refund request form" and required
different proofs-of -purchase from any of the following products (only
one proof-of-purchase per product is aflod):BAND-AID Brand Adhe-
sive Bandages. CAREFREE PANTY SHIELDS TM, JOHNSON'S Dis-
posable Diapers, JOHNSON & JOHNSON Adhesive .Tapes, JOHNSON.
& JOHNSON Cotton Balls, SINE,AID• Sinus.headaohe tablets. STERI-
PAD Sterile Pads TYLENOL acetaminophen products
• 
.




BRING YOUR HOLIDAY FILM
TO SAY-RITE!
NOT ONLY DO WE HAVE
THE LOWEST PRICES IN




YOU TWO PRINTS OF
EACH NEGATIVE.
IN OTHER WORDS, ONE
SET OF PRINTS FREE!


















Leg '0 Lamb 
V.S.D.A. NOW MKS
Fryer Breasts   994
NOLO FARMS
Fryer Backs ts. 194
Pork Loin._  _ .:$131k
Neck Bones LI. 49'
COWRY CLUB
Ham Patties , - CAN$ 1 39N
COUNTRY CLUB
Canna!' Ham 3 La.SL 49 AMY
oz. SI 99-
 - PIG.
• - 14pa 1419;wimp Chunkies
14locier 0/ je= 111111:
woRni 104 OFF en








f 9 2912. . 7
YST Onions — tag. $ 1
Sine Lettuce gm 39(
Avocados '  
PrItes officious ttiru feb I




Each of these advertised stems is requited
to be readily available for -solar- in each
Kretre stow *scar as Wmcdicolly noted in
this ad If we do run out of on advertised
item we will offer you your choice of a
comparable Itern, when available, reflecting
the some savings or a riancheck which will
entitle you to purchase the adventsed stern




Everything you buy at Kroger is guoranteed
for your totof satisfaction regardless of
monufacturer If you are not safisfwil
Kroger replace your item with the some














ParLy Margarine 2 Ili. SOURS $ 1
. 
1210% 694
Mold Reims Gogh Midge*
POW PO 2 Twin Pops .
MINI PANS
Monterey Jack 1.0Z.PRA 9 94 4sizo' 8 9 4
VICESCrinkle Cut Potatoes 
pit of 1 at 
RATER SUAVE
woo 
2 4 7 100 es. ipipc
ASPIRIN SHAMPOO 
abz. $ 166
FORMULA 44Fleisehmonn's Margarine I Li.FRS. 694 Pie Shells
eumi 
Joy Liquid —, SI 111.Pr Bit 85' Glazed Donuts 12PRO' 6 3 4 
btl.
Liver".IVINGI 
Savor Blood 1 0 W 30





Pound Cake liwas 1 09
sionoimiscuriciew .
Butterfinger Chips sVillit.POS. 59'
atakii imar non (- 
GLOVES
Ritz Crackers ,-- 
12.04 754 % se. .Tone Soap 314 OZ.me 2 9 4 ot• dr




•••" me ' Bredelost of ..;•& .•. ,„K. Asst. Flavors rio




Pri90 0049,1 I: 3K wine .. PILLSBURY;AZ i &. ; ... wr••• a;WHamaisTrES • r• an .• a. = 'Z.' PILLSBURY 6= =
—
—— in. gm CER L .. 3 E D 









= with this coupon. unit one ime X wisolus coupon. unit one. LI. a soil tilt 'aims& Limit ens El an: vent23C.i.thrsz. tell 7L.40. —se. ▪ . coupon Lent one "1 Ihi.
ma :; 74 :1297.. 6 .._ 1:.go ..▪ . . mom. um, On, El. with this coupon limo ore:ma withillq*es m.am




























S IRS. CROKE ROUND STEAKS 30 LOS
LIS:tiAll PORK STEAKS ..OF MEAT,
S LBS. PORK SAUSAGE
SIRS. KROGER WIENERS
*petit z (*ca. • 








mown, this coupon ard 510 00 purchase including awns prohibited by law M MIEN and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise Sect to applicable Ns
mr taxes. Limit one. Expires Feb 14* ANNE
11111  
$ 1 0 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO REDEEM BOTH COUPONS
Iseult Wiwi, swig os
Hot Dog Buns 





































• MINIM UMW, NOMron
-1Q11111161111C111111111111111












with this coupon and $10 purchamp excluding items prohibited by law
anti in - addition to the cost al coupon merchandise &Anse to
=Amble tans. Lt aro. Expires Feb. 14th









MONEY SAVERS FOR HOME & FAMILY
Except from Midnight Sat.
to 8 am Sunday ....
ele
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Historymobile_Exhibits To Be
Ready For Road Trips In Marc
• RANKFORT. The
Kentucky Historical Society's
pew Historymobile exhibits on
V.6-037-olat1on of The coal In-
dustry in Kentucky will be
ready to go on the road in




tows national attention and
4erest, the society felt the
*ligation to place the ad-
vertising slogan, 'Coal:
ICentucky's Ace in the Hole' in
historical perspective," he -
said.
this Ain.—
dustry's development -mid is
divided into three main
periods which begin with the
,ck and shovel days or the
flçson operations in the
1540s e second period begin
around AB‘,4when the corn-- --
pany towns emerg a
railroad system anti- un-
dercutting machines ap-
peared.
"Throughout the 19205, coal
was still loaded by hand,"
Gatewood said. "Pouring the
niqdern period which began






more technial Knowledge, and
.the industry developed im-
proved safety and new
regulations for environmental
rot•
-_A 13-minute aide shoat-with-
historic photographs, folk
music and interviews with
coal miners depicts, how the
industry affected the lives of
Kentuckians during each of







/pm istmiszsmin ,•:(:),A. BIG
Oc OFF w"'icics
On Any 20 Exposure COLOR
ROLLDI v iLlikurar HINTED.Lturr ovt ROLL PER CUOPON
BIG it*
5 x7 COLOR, -
nlargcmait byc,,,DI ROM MY SUDS OR CALM NPGATIYE
-947-13!=eil 0i0





20 EXPOSURE SLIMS 311 EXPOSURE












ed nd the slide show, the exhibit in...
eludes a three-dimenilonal
model of a coal barge, tools
from the different periods, a
model- of an underground
- operation and one of a
stripmine operation.
The exhaibit is designed to
alert students ahd citizens of
the Commonwealth to the
tretftel0.44- ._Pr 04uCtIvi
potential of goal, as well as the
enormous environmental
impact involved in its use as a
, solution to the energy
problemi' explained
Gatewood.
"One purpose of the
ectl iftstorymobile is-the research,
deversgi and circulate exhibit
on themes Most relevant to the
Interests of the people of
Kentucky," Gatewood said.
"another important purpose is
to collect history as we travel
by letting groups use the
Historymobile's video
available to elementary, high
school, college and university
students, as well as adult
members of local historical
societies, when the
Historymobile visits an area.
The traveling museum may be
scheduled for schools, parks,
libraries, prisons, nursing
homes and other community
organizations by calling Tom
Gatewood, at (502) 564-3016.
Almost half of the earth's
population is packed into about
five percent of the earth's land
mass, reports the Population
Reference Bureau.
- Since the completion Of .th-e diseement-ase".nt
-
corast, maturity-Panama Canal at a cost of $387
construction. more than 425,000 
type diabetes mellitus maymillion in 1924 after 10 years of 
appear suddenly. Be alert
the waterway 
for loss of weight, whichvessels have passed through
may be associated with an
increased appetite and
1
. Q: Mr. B.F. says that his
12-year-old nephew has
been diagnosed as having
ju'venile diabetes. He
'wants to know if insulin
injections, which he now
requires, will-be needed for
the remainder of his life.
A: By definition, juve- armpits, blood relatives to see if
nile diabetes mellitus is-- -• genitals-. - have any signs of the.
dependent on the use The vision tpay become :thsease___Am_ ,_axamminatian
insotin:-Aithough-this type-----thpaired, and the sibilityW- by a obysicia-r is usalty-
f  may occur at concentrate and leara may 
any age, it is more likely to lessen.
become manifest at-an dar-
lier age and to be more
severe. Insulin is required
throughout the life of the
affected person in the man-
weight persons are more
likely to drufkop this dis-
ease.
to d bet s) necessary, includi
ng tests
equipment."




SAN ANTONIO - Airman
William E. Thompson, son of
Mrs Nancy C. Bohions of
Murray, Has been assigned to
Sheppard AFB, Tex., after
completing Air Force basic
training.
During the six weeks at
Airman William E. Thompson
Lackland AFB, Tex., the
airman studied the Air Force
mission organization and
customs and received special
instruction in human
relations.
Completion of this training
earned the individual credits
towards an associate in
applied science degree
through the Community
College of the Air Force,






Fort Walton Beach, Fla. His
father, William E. Thompson,
resides at 185 Clay St., Troy,
Ohio.
Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant
Italian Spaghetti
Special
With Garlic Bread and 1 2 price on
Combination Salad (with meal)
1
Super Special For Kids /







4 to 10 p.m.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good













thirst. The output of urine
may. become greater. re-
quiring frequent trips to
the bathroom. • As. you may.. know, dia- controlled so that the af-
The skin mast itch for no beteg mellitus runs in fang- fected person can carry on
sargpaasrofentirritaeaSotinosnanoidioshecow. teilinesdeannde,T isTheanr4invtilecri,,ed, a relatively normal life. It
a .is essential that a child
tion, particularly in the search should be made of with this disease and his or
Arteries harden prema-
turely among persons with
diabetes.
It is estimated that 10
million Americans have
Cabe-res.-Of oialiutliber,
about one Million are chil-
dren. Though the disease is
more common among
female.4 it may occur in
either- sex-. :Nonwhites are
more prone to diabetes
than are whites; over-!
Let's Stay Well By FJ L Blasusgame, M.D
Diabetes Depends On Insulin
of the urine and blood.
While diabetes mellitus
cannot be cured, It can be
her family understand its
nature-so'•  that the -treat..'
-Ment
directed- by the nhxsieian.
Free For The Asking!
- write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE




































SUPER PLENAMINS OFF NASAL




















































































Harold's mail order business
perked up when he began offering
"lucky stones" for sale. But
postal authorities soon haled him
into court on a charge of mail
fraud.
"It's a phony deal," they told
the judge. "Obviously no one can
promise good luck from mere
rocks."
But when Harold pointed out
that he made no specific claims
for the stones beyond their name,
the court tossed out the charge.
"There is nothing immoral,"
said the court, in the elief that
gems or amulets affect the wear-
er
.
 a fortunes; if the (defendant/
wishes to sell lucky rocks for
what they are, without lying
about them, (he) is not acting
fraudulently."
The case illustrates the fine line
the law must draw in deciding
when the mails have been used to
cheat the public. Consider anoth-
er, contrasting case:
Here a man offered—by mail—
to do psychic readings that would
reveal "the whole truth" about a
person's future. His readings were
supposed ,to be based on date of
birth, sex, and rate. But all the
man really (lid eras to send out an
Identical form latter to everybody.
This time e jury found hank
guilty of "conscious andlitso-
-none! fraud in promising—to—do
things he did not intend to do."
Ands woman ran afoul of the
postal laws by operating a service
for the lovelorn. Her technique
was to pull in members with teas-
er ads such as "Wealthy manu-
facturer wishes to meet congenial,
home-loving wife" or "Wealthy
young widow seeks husbanla—
adviser„" _
But in fact site never introduced.
anybody t6 abody; -contenting
herself with simply pneirsting the
membership fees. Finding her
guilty of mail fraud, a court said
'the scheme cannot be said in
any sense to be a bona fide
matrimonial bureau.'
A public eervice feature of the
American Bar Association and







Mrs. Mary F. Teague, 633
Mandalay Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Judie L. Adams, 1712 Holiday,
Murray, Jerry L. Farris,
Shady Oaks Tr. Ct. 121,
Murray, Jerry Muskgrow, 205
N. Cherry, Murray, Keith
Reed, 204 Pine, Murray, Mrs.
Deborah A. Riley, Rt. 2, Bx.
90, Benton, Ross D. Odle, 811
Sunny Lane, Murray, Mrs.
Robbie E. Burkeen and Baby.
Boy, Rt. 1, Dexter, Goldie J.
Morris, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Mary N. Paschall, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Betty
Jones, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Ruby I. Culver, Rt. 1, Bx. 3,
Dexter, Obie Culver, Rt. 1, Bx.







(mother Starlvne). Rt. 7.
Mayfield, Baby Boy Starks
(mother Melisa ), Rt. 1,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Brenda J. Dunnaway
and Baby Boy, Rt. 8, Bx. 9B,
, Murray, Mrs. Tonda L West
and Baby Boy, 1627 College
Farm Rd. Murray, Mrs. Judy
L McCarty and Baby Girl,
1302 Poplar, Murray, Mrs.
Rebecca C. Francis and Baby
Girl, Rt. 2, Cadiz, Mrs. Mary
Outland, 1700 Holiday,G.
Murray, Loyd B. Arnold, 504
N. 2nd, Murray, Mrs. Mary,E.
Garwood, Rt. 6, Bx. 162
Murray, Phyllis A. Tibbs, 1509
Johnson, Murray, Kathy J.
Wrye, 516 S. 8th, Murray, Mrs.
Shirley A. Gaskins, Rt. 1,
Henry, Tn., Mrs. Louise
Buckingham, 1123 Circarama
Dr. Murray, Jessie H.
-Haillson, 523 Maple, Murray,
--Mrs. Fannie L. Rushing, 303
N...Sth, Murray, Mrs. Clarice
G. Mc Dainel, Rt. 3, Murray,
William Hornbuckle, 213
Spruce, Murray, Herbert P.
Shepard, 1309 Poplar, Murray,
Mrs. Verdie B. Page, Rt. 1,
as.. 189,.. Sedalia, Wayne C.
Cashion, Rt. 4, Murray, Jack





COME IN AND SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!
Quality home furnishings at unbelievable prices.
discontimre—s, 'tome Oghtlyiam aged.
MISC. ITEMS




1 - Globe English Oak small
hutch, glass doors
1 - Jasper white & blue French
curio cabinet lighted _
1- Oak hell-tree wDNbiif
Imbed -
1 - Migy lowboy Mel mirror,
Queen Ann - 35r
1 - Bernhardt oak _drawer,
bookcase with desk wit 395"
1 • Jasper Semvitairj desk,
399"
1 - American of Martinsville
curio, antique yellow lighted 569's
1 - Henredon coffee table




1 4 pc Brandt table group,
pecan, bamboo design, lamp,
cocktail, 2 end 605'
35000
2. Medallion glass top cocktail
squares ant. gold bases each 229's
1 - Jasper cherry roll-top
ladies' desk with gallery rail 549"
1 - Chest with attached
shaving mirror in oak with coat
hangers 32r
1 - Osik starves* With MN.
drawer 299"
1 - Party extension table with
_ few chairs, beige cover, oak 699"-
th
Save tens to hundreds of dollars on name brand merchandise. Some one of_
This is only niiirtia1 list.
SOFAS
-1------ Two-pc. Kroehler Early REG. SALE
American sofa & choir, red &
beige plaid Herculon 799"
1 - Marimont tuxedo,
tangerine :Me velvet loose
_
pillow back 599"
1 Hibriten genuine leather,
tuxedo style nail head trim 1499" --__ ,14:__ _
1 . Marimont blue Jacquard
cover, loose pillow 699"
1 - Silvercraft crewel design
upholstery, beige, green,
• brewn - 199's








1 - 44 Inch Link Taylor Pilgrim
Pine, 6 Windsor chairs with dry
sink hutch 1670x
1 - Singer, honey pine, double
pedestal table, 6 captains
chairs, lighted china 1699"
1 _ Link-Taylor bamboo design
natural finish rectangular
table, 6 chairs display china 1350"
1 - Bernhardt rope carved rec-
tangular table, 6 cane chairs
gold upholstery lighted china 1699"
1 - Bassett maple round for-
mica top table 2 leaves, 6 cap-
tains chairs 599"
1 - Oak table, one 18" leaf, 6
chairs, upholstered seat &
back, contemporary styling 999"
SALE
1 • Hibriten Lawson, daritbloe• •
quilted cotton floral 699"
1 - Globe curved beige, copper
& brown Italian Tapestry 199"
1 - Marimont contemporary
beige flame-stitch llerculon 1404-
1 - Kroehler square AM,
cushion, brown, beige & black
nylon 599"
1 - Hibriten attached back
slope arm, turquoise, brown,
beige and rust Italian fabric 699"
1 - Silvercraft tufted back,
blue velvet contrast welt &
trim 899"
1 - Kroehler loose pillow back,
nylon velvet, brown, blue, gold 4999'
1 - Two-pc. sofa & chair, but-
ton back, nail trim gold stripe
Herculon 599'
1 - Marimont contemporary
design, off-white & earth tone
stripe Herculon
1 - Kroehler square arm loose










2 - Marimont wing blue & beige
each
2 - Henredon Lawson lounge,
terra cotta velvet each 45000
1 - Marimont wing olive velvet 249'5
- Tse chairs loose. beck %Ott
each 219"
Silvercraft tufted back' -
orange velvet - 299"
1 - Marimont lounge choir
beige stripe - 199"
- Iroehler-tub chairs, loose
-- beck pillow, deep orange
_ vehrat each. 179"
- Fairfield English lounge; ass:
fklekield





4 Pc. Burlington House oak, REG. SALE
heavy poster queen bed, door
chest, dresser & mirror night
stand
3 Pc. Sumter solid maple, chair
back headboard, 9 drawer




3 Pc Solid cherry tall poster
bed, triple dresser, with mirror
and chest on chest 1099"
4 Pc. cone and woven wood
triple dresser with mirror,





4 Pc. French Provincial fruit-
wood open panel headboard,
large dresser with mirror,
chest, and drawer nite stand 1030"
3 Pc. solid cherry spindle bed,
dresser with mirror and chest
3 Pc. Bassett, contemporary
design panel bed, door dresser








1 - Globe lounge loose
back, off-white velvet whh
blue contrasting wefts 389"7-
- 2 - Silvereraft tufted beck,
sable colored velvet with
white welts each 199's
2 - Conover round back copper
& brown tapestry each 249"
2 - Marimont Lounge, loose
pillow back yellow, white &
tomato each 299"
2- Marimont French Provincial










1 - Reg. size wing back, green
plaid Herculon 399"
1 - Jamison Queen size, wing
back floral velvet 449"
1 - Jamison, Queen size, earth
tone muted plaid 599"
- Jamison queen size quilted
cotton floral 549"
1 - Jamison super queen loose
pillow back brown velvet 699"
1 - Marimont queen size
tuxedo, fawn-colored velvet 699"-
1 - Marimont queen size loose
pillow back burgundy & beige
plaid 799"
1 - Jamison queen size orange
plaid Herculon 399"
1 - Jamison queen size loose
back, white, brown, beige 599"
plaid
1 - Jamison queen size Early
American attached back, cap-












Friday Night Till 9:00
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
Murray, Ky.
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COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
' copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service_
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
' 753-0035. Free parking













Poison Control . 753-750
Senior Citizens 751-0979
Meedline.. 753-111fD











requested to check the





.ANY ERROR SHOULD EIE
REPORTED. LmApNIA
LV SO REEASf CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM










BIBLE FACTS You are
standing on the
prOthisei. of Godl .The
important thing is,
which of God's promises
are you standing on?
Revelations 2:26,




study and study by
phone, 753-0984. No
cionaitions.
ANtindividual dumping refuse in ANY
container (cans or dumpsters) other
than their own, within the city limits
will be liable to a ;50.00 fine upon
conviction.
Yhe .dumpsters at businesses
throughout the city are purchased by
those businesses for THEIR use ONLY.
Murray Sanitation Department
ALL RteiHT, TROOPS..
VD144 GONG 70 GIVE




Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
G. K. "HEAVY DUTY
washer and dryer, $400
for set. 18.8 nu. Et. G.E.
side by side refrigerator
with automatic ice
maker, $400. Call after 5
p. m.-759.1089.
TV 14 DOZER low
' boy in good condition.
For 610,000. Call 901-235-
2704.
•300_ GALLON, crop.
sprayer, 42 ft. booms.
Centrifical pumps.
Fiberglass tank, never
used. Cost $1700.00 take
$1100.00. Call 753-9920 or
753-3000.
1978 Un,le0 Feature :Pe ir,L
5. Lost And found - tt CARTEWS 8UDGET A T-iAl_7 -
LOST FEMALE blue tick 1l_ION VOLLAR5 AND HE GAVE 1.)5
coon dog, near Hazel. A '$322 TAX CUT, HOW MUCH WOULP
Call 492-8646. HE HAVE LEFT ?I'










Apply in own hand-






vacations, good working •
conditions. Apply to Box.
32Y in own handwriting.
TEXAS OIL COMPANY -
needs mature person for




























business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some Ritz per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call 1-502-885-1795








Easy to install. Can be -
stapled over sheet rock.







$100. One Warm -mor-
ning gas heater; model
VR 50IMAB; 50,000 BTU
hourly input rating. $75.
Call 753-2424.
5i4001A h#1005. 2)




- -,- - ....
- k---.4,,  e-
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0 -_ _... 1 _‘tv _
464
. 
i----4IA t11615, iis • '
...,
vise., .- i • e.it WM UroMd Foolsr• Synekale 1Pac
I'm TIRED, SAR.GE.

















purchase the new book
"Get Everything Your
Government Has To
Give." Send $2.99 to TK
Products, 1602 Dodson
Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071.
PRACTICALLY NEW
Ashley wood stove. Sell
_athargain..Ddi Electric;
7534104.










Auto, home o "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."'




bread. 75 cents. Also
cakes of all kinds. Call
Norma Hainsworth, 753-
7582.










14 Fr. Fiberglas's BAss'











across from Post Office,
_Paris. TN.




Highway -94, 19 miles
West of Murray. Call
382-2174. TV's are our
only business.
12 x 58 3 bedroom, all
electric. Furnished.
Ready to move in. Also
color 1'V and washer.
Located at Riviera Cts.
Call before -5 492-8648.
1971 UNITED mobile
home. Three bedrooms,
11/4a baths, total _gas.
Unfurnished. Call 436-
5420.
12 x 65 THREE bedroom,
baths, central gas '
heat, central air, storm
windows. Unfurnished
and 2 years old. Located




141 Auden lease, Paris, TAmt.





1-1972 Feed Station Wises
14-1974 Ford Window Vans
NOTE: These are the beet conditioned and lowest mileage
automobiles we Mee mar altered Sir sale at Public AuebonYOU ate invited to Impact the tine automobiles anytime bet-ween 11:00 crn. and 12:lipm.
REGISTER for tree drawings. Incise at bad weather sake will be.held Wade.
TERMS 7 Cult or good personalized check. Complete settlementclay o/sak.
Saturday, February 11 119 p.m.
Fin" Rene $eed Pm., las.
!Block E off 45-51 By Pass)
Fulton, Ky•
Ns W. Patellas • P. ken lel
food Mho, Ts. • Potreo. Ay. 41N1
Pb,., (501)415-2,05 (Day or Illobt) 475-371 (Res.)
. LIST MTN SS. ITS wt. SRL OR TIAN
nuns, DmputiALS, U111110A110111, CONSIONAIRM











mobile home spaces for











couples and singles only.
Zimmerman Apart-







and air. " Call 733-7550.
AKC DOBERMA ;
female, 4 "mediths. Call
after 5 p. M. 753-4183.
68 ACRES located east of -'
Puryear, Tn. on
blacktop roact-ThLs can
be bought for less than
$600.00 per acre. About
55 acres are tendable.
Nearly 75 per cent of the
farm has good barb wire
fencing. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor; 505
Main St., 753-0101 - 753-
7531.
Extra sharp 4 bedroom










This is an excellent buy
in the low 40's. If you
want to make the family
happy in 79,--saake-your.
appointment nowto see-
this fine home. Phone
753-1222, KOPPERUD
REALTY.
DO YOU want to live near-
MSU? Or would you like
to own your own home
with income property
grossing $480 per month
plus living quarters? If










dable acres, all fenced




753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located





LIVING - Now is your










breezeway. All this at an
ideal location. Priced in
the low 30's. Additional
acreage may be pur-
chased adjoining











IOS N. Mb West REAL ESTATE753-8080
'THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH-
It's time to think
about remodeling!
And your kitchen should be your best friend.
Just think how helpful it would be to. have




Don May - Mr.
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' spacious 2 car garage, 3
•••e bedrooms, 21/2 baths,
tastefully 'decorated
throughout. We feellhis
is the best home in the
mid  5Q on  today's.
market -LA us tell you








in country... 3 acres for
horses.. 20x50 block



























Lake front home wan-
ted for transferees in
Jonathan Creek area.
Would like 3 bedroom,
11/2 bath and fireplace.
Any similarities will










we.*  dr Porch with iron
railings. Priced at
$9,000. Call or come by




Red Wale Arracy is. has a,
helped te salve year nal
estate, mods for over 21
yeirs.lf yew ere a Moyer er •
seller Ind we an be if ser-
vice Pep...
Attractive 4, bedroom, 1/2
haib-hrldt veneer leaned*,
Perilees-Priced up USA*













Rowed told reedy. Up to 12 w 24. Also bare style, offices, cottages,
mobile beam ed-eas, end patios, Sr U-BUILD, pro-crt completely ready











For Free Estimates or Service Phone
753-3436
NOW TO FIND THE
NOME YOU'LL TREASURE
-First, plot your way slightly off the beaten path
to 1200 Sycamore. . . enter LO ARETTA RS
REALTORS. Now open your own Ite..E Sedate
Buyers Guide to shop for a home at your con-
venience. Come by our office today. T,p get your





with this frame home
located only 2 blocks
from court square.
Property Is zoned B3
and could easily be
converted to offices or










South 12th et Svcarrare
TELEPHONE 753-1051
46. Homes For Sale
BY QWNEl$:- 3 bech•oom












FOR SALE by owner.
Over 2000 sq. ft. brick
ranch plus 2 car at-
tached garage. Two full
baths, central heat and
air. Fully carpeted.
Near schools. Lots of
• stoiage. Call 753-0376.
BY OWNER: 3 large
bedrooms, 11/2 baths, all
carpet, drapes, central
heat and air, large lot,
fenced backyard, many
extras. 2 rallies from
Murray off 121 S.
$37,000. 7534732 or 762-
6970.
47.MotoiCCIES
1974 HONDA 750, only
• 4,000 miles. Like new.
Call 489-2797 after p.m.
49 Used Cars 8, Trucks
1975 GMC pickup, High





Car in primer. .All parts







after 4 p. m.
1977 COBRA II, fully
loaded. Custom paint.
Call 753-0189 or 753-0440.
1967 CHRYSLER station
wagon. Power brakes,
steering, and air. Call
753-8127.
1958 CHEVROLET Im-
pala, 2 door hardtop,
solid body with all parts.




1976 JEEP CJ-5, V-8, wide
tires. $4700. Call 759-1385
or 767-2572.








shape. $995. Call 753-
3222.




lock in 1100 tires. Hubs,










Long wide bed. $1595.
Call 489-2595.





49. Used Cart Trucks
1975 SCIROCCO - AM-FM
stereo. Profit wheel
drive. Call. between 7
and 5 759-1999, after 6
7594185.-
&WA -BUICK 111.19CTRA
_ Ltd, air conditioned,
-power steering, brakes,
windows and seats. New
radials, good condition.
$800. Call 489-2488 after
p.m.
_EXTRA, SHARP_Rala
buggy for sole, MO. Call
753-9333 or 758-1200 ask
for Kenny.
1976 WHITE OLDS
Cutlass, 2 door hardtop,






Call 753-2437 or 753-2997
1962 SCOUT 4 x 4, good
shape, $825. Also 23
channel CB wslkie












struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.




' Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.
1975 CHEVROLET 4 x 4,
full power and air. 197i






steering, 302 y-is motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley • wood stove













ficient service. No -job
too gnall. Call Ernest
, White, 753-0605.





Company Inc. Air Con-








septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28































FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and








Loves to ride in car. Will
make a perfect house
pet for children. Call
753-3535 after 5 p. m.
FREE PUPPIES,
Dalmation type.




Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION











Fri. & Sit. 11-2:30 Calls
*Hair Cuts *Shaves
209 Walnut Street.
Call this number after 5.00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 -
and night appointments.
* REWARD*
A $300.00 REWARD will be paid to
the individual who can furnish in-
formation on the person or persons
who stole the hubcaps from the Carl
Howard Auto Sales this last








Shout Them from the Classifieds!
Searching for the clever way to say "I Love You?"
Our Happy Valentine Ads will be published on
February 14, and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best wishes. We have a size
to fit every lovees. budget andbour 
son will be happy to help you write your message.
To Mom and Dad...
We couldn't have picked a
nicer pair of parents in Me
world! Nave a Nappy Val-
entine's Dayl







Mrs. Smith - Thanks for
making Science fun to learn




To My Wife, Ann.,.
After IS wonderful years.
Of marriage, I'm still head•
over•hoels in love with gold
Walter-1 -
$25°
To Jan* - I wont you for
my Valentine, and I wont




Wray Ledger & Times
Grandparents, Parents, Lovers.
Send a personalized Valentine Card to
Your Loved Ones This Year
With A Ledger & Times Valentine
SOME EXAMPLES:
Door Jimmy (Pother).1 lova
you more then words con
tompross. I hope we will al-
ways be 'Olathe,' to share
the good anti rho bed. Lowe
Morays. Sao (Chuck) P.S.
Werner lave* y00 too
WANZA, Happy Valen•
tino's Day to tho swootost
arid most loving wife and
Toth*, W. love you. tarry
and Chad.


















City  Vale 
Zip  Phone 
Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 11, 1978. All ads will run on
February 14, 1978 unless you specify other-
wise. Photo can be picked up at newspaper











WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE











HEIIIERSZELLB 58̀  filifilERS „um 59CUISSEN
PICKLES QT .JAR 909 ifirLOIN LL $149FIELDS





 BLEACH GALLON SIZE 59c APPLESAUCE.... =SULAM =CAN
BEARS 16 OZ. CAN 49° APPLE JUICE MUSS ELNAN'S
• • NUM "'AAR $299 pEANUT BUTTER.- MG CHIEF
AVE -ALL
